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Abstract
M icroelectrode arrays (MEAs) - based neuronal interfaces allowmonitoring and stimulating neuronal networks both in vivo and
in vitro. In vitro methodology is widely used to study and model at
intermediate complexity learning and memory processes within a large
neuronal network. Commercially available MEA platforms for in vitro
electrophysiology allow recording from about 100 electrodes. However,
dissociated neuronal cultures can consist of up to 100’000 cells within
a monitored area of a few square millimeters. Thus, substantial spa-
tial subsampling compromises the observation of a large-scale network
down to the cellular level. Therefore, higher resolutions are required
and recently, researchers implemented MEA systems in CMOS-based
technologies enabling the number of integrated electrodes to be largely
increased. However, none of the current systems is compatible with
both high-resolution and large-scale monitoring of dissociated neuronal
cultures.
The objectives of this work are (i) the design of a complete large-scale
and high-resolution MEA platform and (ii) the investigation and devel-
opment of strategies to manage the large data streams with respect to
efficient neurophysiological analysis. The developed system implements
4096 electrodes on an area of 7mm2. It was validated with cardiomy-
ocytes as well as hippocampal and cortical neurons. Sampling frequen-
cies up to 8 kHz over the entire array lead to data flows in the order of 500
Mbit/s. Therefore, it is critical to provide a signal processing framework
that enables fast on-line or real-time analysis of neurophysiological sig-
nals. The strategy, based on wavelet transforms, that was developed in
this thesis enables a fast analysis framework that can converge towards
a real-time implementation in hardware.
ii Abstract
Wavelet transforms are well adapted to finite support signals such as neu-
ronal spikes. Discrete wavelet transforms can be efficiently implemented
using digital filter banks. This thesis demonstrates that all necessary
functions for the analysis of neurophysiological signals, such as signal
enhancement, spike detection and spike sorting, can be performed with
fast wavelet transforms. Furthermore, a wavelet processor for a large
number of electrode channels is designed in order to delineate the pro-
posed methodology of hardware-based real-time processing of large-scale
and high-resolution acquisitions of neurophysiological activity.
Activity monitoring using the large-scale high-resolution MEA platform
motivates, for the first time, the use of signal processing techniques from
the image/video field for the representation and characterization of neu-
ronal networks. Increased spatial resolution can lead to observable spa-
tial correlation of signals from adjacent electrodes, which, in turn, can
be used for further signal enhancement. It turns out that spatial cor-
relation and temporal information can not be independently accessed
and that a more complete 3d-analysis is therefore necessary to bene-
fit from the high spatio-temporal resolution. In addition, image-based
representation of neurophysiological activity can potentially lead to new
network characterisation methods. The multiresolution property of 2d-
wavelet transforms is a possible approach for characterizing a neuronal
culture at both network levels and at local/cellular levels. This concept
is demonstrated by a multiresolution characterization of a network. In
that sense, a center of gravity (CoG) is introduced in order to track the
propagation of network bursts. Moreover, the CoG can be defined and
tracked at different spatial resolutions allowing the characterization of
networks at various levels of detail.
Keywords
Microelectrode array, neurointerface, electrophysiology, electrophysiological
activity monitoring, neurophysiology, high-density MEA, APS-MEA, high
spatial resolution, wavelet transform, real-time signal processing, image pro-
cessing, center of gravity, real-time platform, wavelet processor, FPGA.
Re´sume´
L
es interfaces neuronales base´es sur une matrice de micro-e´lectrodes
(MEA) permettent la stimulation et la mesure de re´seaux neuronaux
in vivo et in vitro. La me´thodologie in vitro est couramment em-
ploye´e pour e´tudier et mode´liser des me´canismes d’apprentissage et de
me´morisation de complexite´ moyenne dans des re´seaux neuronaux de
grande taille. Les plates-formes MEA actuellement disponibles commer-
cialement pour l’e´lectrophysiologie in vitro permettent l’enregistrement
d’environ 100 e´lectrodes. Cependant, les cultures neuronales dissocie´es
peuvent comporter jusqu’a` 100’000 cellules sur une superficie e´tudie´e
de quelques millime`tres carre´s. Ainsi, le sous-e´chantillonnage spatial
inhe´rent a` ces plates-formes compromet l’observation au niveau cellu-
laire d’un re´seau de grande taille. Par conse´quent, des re´solutions plus
e´leve´es sont ne´cessaires. Re´cemment, des syste`mes MEA imple´mente´s
en technologie CMOS ont permis d’ augmenter drastiquement le nom-
bre d’e´lectrodes inte´gre´es. Mais a` ce jour, ces syste`mes n’offrent pas les
performances suffisantes pour eˆtre compatible avec les hautes re´solutions
spatiales et la grande taille exige´es pour la mesure des cultures neuronales
dissocie´es.
Les objectifs de ce travail sont: (i) le de´veloppement d’une plate-forme
MEA comple`te offrant une haute re´solution et une grande surface de
mesure, et (ii) l’investigation et le de´veloppement de strate´gies pour
ge´rer la grande quantite´ d’information ge´ne´re´, ne´cessaire pour une anal-
yse neurophysiologique pertinente. Le syste`me de´veloppe´ imple´mente
4096 e´lectrodes sur une surface de 7mm2. Il a e´te´ valide´ avec succe`s aussi
bien avec des cardiomyocytes qu’avec des neurones d’hippocampe et cor-
ticaux. Des fre´quences d’e´chantillonnage de maximum 8 kHz pour la ma-
trice comple`te ge´ne`rent des de´bits de donne´es de l’ordre de 500 Mbit/s.
Il est donc primordial de disposer d’un environnement de traitement du
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signal permettant une analyse en vol ou en temps re´el des signaux neuro-
physiologiques acquis. La strate´gie de´veloppe´e durant cette the`se repose
sur la transforme´e d’ondelette, et conduit a` un cadre ge´ne´ral d’analyse
rapide rendant possible une imple´mentation mate´rielle en temps re´el.
Les transforme´es d’ondelette sont bien adapte´es au traitement de sig-
naux finis tels les impulsions neuronales. Ses versions discre`tes peuvent
eˆtre efficacement imple´mente´es par des banques de filtres nume´riques.
Cette the`se de´montre que toutes les ope´rations ne´cessaires a` l’analyse de
signaux neurophysiologiques, soit l’ame´lioration du signal, la de´tection
et le tri des impulsions, peuvent eˆtre re´alise´es avec les transforme´es
d’ondelette rapides. Pour cela, un processeur d’ondelette pouvant traiter
un grand nombre de canaux a e´te´ mis au point pour valider la me´thodolo-
gie propose´e de traitement en temps re´el de signaux d’activite´ physi-
ologique provenant de grands re´seaux neuronaux.
Le suivi de l’activite´ neuronale par plate-forme MEA a` haute re´solution
et large taille justifie, pour la premie`re fois, l’utilisation de techniques de
traitement du signal emprunte´es au domaine de l’image et de la vide´o
pour la repre´sentation et la caracte´risation de re´seaux neuronaux. Une
re´solution spatiale augmente´e peut amener a` l’observation de corre´lations
spatiales de signaux d’e´lectrodes adjacentes, qui peuvent a` leur tour eˆtre
utilise´es pour ame´liorer la qualite´ du signal. Il s’ave`re que les corre´lations
spatiales et temporelles ne peuvent eˆtre acce´de´es inde´pendamment, et
donc une analyse 3-d est ne´cessaire pour be´ne´ficier de la haute re´solution
spatio-temporelle du syste`me. De plus, une repre´sentation de l’activite´
neurophysiologique base´e sur des images peut conduire a` de nouvelles
me´thodes de caracte´risation de re´seaux. La proprie´te´ multi-re´solution
de la transforme´e d’ondelette 2-d est une approche possible pour car-
acte´riser une culture neuronale tout autant au niveau du re´seau qu’au
niveau local ou cellulaire. Ce concept est de´montre´ au travers d’une car-
acte´risation multi-re´solution d’un re´seau. Pour cela, un centre de gravite´
(CoG) est introduit afin de suivre la propagation de paquets d’impulsions
dans le re´seau. Le CoG peut eˆtre de´fini et utilise´ a` diffe´rentes re´solutions
spatiales, permettant la caracte´risation du re´seau a` diffe´rents niveaux de
de´tail.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
T he human brain can probably be considered as one of nature’smost complex systems. The studies aiming at uncovering the se-
crets of the human central nervous system by scientific methods started
more than a century [1] ago. One important landmark in this field
was the detailed model of the fundamental operation of a single neuron
by Hodgkin and Huxley in 1952 [2], which led them to a Nobel Prize.
Since then, using patch-clamp [3] and more recently also fluorescence
imaging, many fundamental concepts that govern the single neuronal
cell were discovered. Nowadays, complementary techniques are emerg-
ing (i.e. fluorescence resonance energy transfer) that will lead to an even
better understanding of chemical processes occuring in the single neu-
ron. However, single cell techniques allowing to simultaneously access
a few neurons only, are not appropriate to investigate and unravel the
function of the human brain that contains a highly complex network of
1012 interconnected cells. Therefore, in parallel to the cellular research,
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the brain at the organ level is now studied by structural and functional
imaging. The former involves the use of, for example, computed tomog-
raphy (CT) and diffuse optical imaging (DOI) while the latter exploits
especially positron emission tomography (PET), functional magnetic res-
onace imaging (fMRI) and near infrared spectroscopic imaging (NIRS).
Notwithstanding the rapid advances in both, cellular and whole brain,
technologies, the scientific community is still far from a thorough un-
derstanding of the brain. To deepen the knowledge of the mechanisms
governing the brain, questions related to complex cognitive functions as
well as learning and memorizing capabilities of neuronal systems have to
be addressed. The study of neuronal networks consisting of thousands of
interconnected cells, allowing to investigate the function and organiza-
tion of large neuronal assemblies, is a valuable methodology to bridge the
whole brain and single cell studies. One way to access such networks is
by means of microelectrode arrays (MEAs). MEAs are a set of electrodes
that measure the extracellular potential of neurons that are at or in a
near proximity of an electrode. In comparison to intracellular measure-
ment techniques such as patch-clamp, the MEA-based techniques are
non-invasive, greatly simplify the experimental setup and importantly,
allow simultaneous monitoring of many neurons over extended periods
of time.
Over the last decade or so, the development of MEA systems focused
on the implementation of several tens of electrodes on an area of a cou-
7ple of square millimetres (Multichannel Systems1 , Panasonic, Ayanda-
Biosystems2, Tucker-Davis Technologies3). In recent years, the impor-
tance of increasing the number and the density of electrodes in the MEAs
was acknowledged by neurophysiologists [4, 5] and the first high-density
MEA concepts [6, 7] have been demonstrated. It has been shown that
it was technologically possible to integrate thousands of electrodes on
a surface of a few square millimetres. The importance of an efficient
signal processing framework for the on-line or real-time analysis of the
data at the architectural level was recognized but not yet addressed. In
this respect, the development of signal and data analysis tools currently
lags behind the technological advances.
The use of microelectrodes for extracellular measurements of dissociated
neuronal cells cultures is a promising methodology towards the under-
standing of learning and memory processes [8–11] and for the investi-
gation of congenital behaviour in acute or cultured organotypic brain
slices [12–14]. Moreover, MEAs are also extensively used in in vivo ex-
periments [15]. By their means, it is possible to monitor large networks
of interconnected neurons and thus to access the information processing
capabilities of complex neuronal structures [16–18] at a mid- to long-
term. Therefore, the MEAs bridge the gap in the understanding of the
brain from a single neuron (i.e. by patch-clamp) to the high level be-
haviour of the whole brain (i.e. by functional imaging such as fMRI).
1http://www.multichannelsystems.com
2http://www.ayanda-biosys.com
3http://www.tdt.com
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The ability to simultaneously access a large number of neurons per-
mits to address fundamental studies such as the dynamic changes in
distributed properties of networks and applied aspects such as effects
of drugs and toxins. The study and evaluation of pharmacological ac-
tive substances [19] or the implementation of biosensors [20] are just
two examples of this development. It is well established that chemical
modulators play an important role at the synaptic junctions [21] and
are therefore key actors in the biological mechanisms that govern the
information processing at the neuronal network level. Therefore, phar-
macological tests using MEAs-based systems will certainly be one of the
most significant applications. They will allow to enhance the informa-
tion content and thus the efficiency of the drug screening assays aimed
at selecting potential compounds for the treatment of neurodegenerative
diseases. A subset of such systems consists of the screening of toxicolog-
ical substances [22,23].
A third field of interests for MEAs is biocybernetics, i.e. the study
of communication, control and feedback applied to biological systems
and prosthesis. Neural interfaces [24–27] in the field of robotics and
computing systems are subject to extensive study in order to access the
highly robust operation, the massively parallel processing power and the
auto-organizing structure of complex neuronal networks [28].
Finally, MEAs are also used for the validation of models of neuronal
networks. Models are another methodology to reveal and understand
the underlying physiological mechanisms [29–31]. Parameterization and
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validation of new models can typically be done by analyzing cells un-
der specific and controlled conditions [32], which can be obtained and
changed more readily in an in vitro environment than under in vivo
conditions.
1.1 Microelectrode Arrays - A System Overview
Figure 1.1 depicts a system view of a generic MEA acquisition system.
It contains all the important functional blocks from the biological cell
up to the characterization of the network. A brief overview of the state-
of-the-art of each block is given in the following subsections.
Figure 1.1 : A typical processing chain of MEA-based systems. A set of specific tasks (non
exhaustive) for each block are listed. The first five blocks mainly concern engineering aspects
whereas the last block refers to the relevance and interpretation of the biological experiments.
1.1.1 Bio-Interface
Neurons are electrically active cells. This stems from the fact that in
the resting state there is a difference in concentration of ions in the cell
with respect to that in the extracellular environment. For a given type of
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charge carrier, C, the equilibrium potential can be calculated by Nernst’s
equation [33]:
EC =
R · T
z · F · ln
[C]o
[C]i
(1.1)
where R is the thermodynamic gas constant R = 8.314472 JK·mol , T is
the absolute temperature in Kelvin, z is the valence of the ion, F is
the Faraday constant F = 96485 Cmol , and [C]o and [C]i are the molar
concentrations of a particular ion outside (i.e. extracellular) and inside
(i.e. intracellular) the cell, respectively.
The main ions to be considered are sodium (Na+), potassium (K+),
calcium (Ca2+) and chloride (Cl−). Ion pumps (sodium-potassium and
calcium pumps) ensure that there is a gradient between extracellular and
intracellular concentrations i.e. the cell contains higher concentration of
K+ ions and lower concentrations of Cl−, Na+ and Ca2+ with respect to
the extracellular medium. Taking into account the selective ion perme-
abilities through the cell membrane, these concentration gradients build
up an electrical potential, i.e. the resting potential, of about - 65 mV
(figure 1.2a).
Nernst’s equation gives an equilibrium potential of - 80 mV for Potassium
ions if the membrane is only permeable to K+. However, this underesti-
mates the value of the resting potential because it does not consider the
small contributions of other selective ion gates (Na+, Cl−, Ca2+) built
into the cell membrane. The gates can be voltage- or ligand-sensitive
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Figure 1.2 : The relative concentrations of the main ions inside and outside the cell.
[K+]o=5mM, [Na
+]o=150mM, [Ca
2+]o=2mM, [Cl
−]o=150mM, [K+]i=100mM, [Na+]i=15mM,
[Ca2+]i=0.0002mM, [Cl
−]i=13mM [34] (a) Hodgkin-Huxley-Model of a neuronal cell, EK=-80mV,
ENa=62mV, ECl=-65mV are the membrane potentials if it is only permeable to K
+, to Na+ or
to Cl− respectively. EL corresponds to a lumped term for leakage currents and other contribu-
tions (i.e. ECa) (b). Typical shape of the membrane potential of an action potential (c) adapted
from [35].
(i.e. sensitive to ions or molecules), i.e. they change their state with
respect to an applied voltage or with respect to the presence of a partic-
ular ion or molecule. It was Hodgkin and Huxley [2] in 1952 who found
out the existence of selective ion gates (channels) in the cell membrane.
Furthermore, they discovered that the conductance of these gates can
change with respect to the voltage across the membrane. In the resting
state these ion gates are closed. A simplified description of their model
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is shown in figure 1.2b. The leftmost branch in the equivalent electri-
cal circuit (gL, EL) lumps together the small contributions of Ca
2+ and
other leakage currents.
An extracellular event (i.e. a stimulus) will change the cell membrane
potential. When the voltage across the membrane crosses a given thresh-
old, the Na+ channels open, setting off the influx of Na+ ions (into the
cell). The membrane is depolarized, i.e. the voltage goes from -60 mV up
to 30 mV. This is then followed by the repolarization which is the result
of the opening of the voltage-sensitive K2+ channels and the eﬄux of
K2+ ions. Figure 1.2c shows a typical shape of a neuronal membrane po-
tential also called a spike. After each fired action potential there follows
an enforced silent period (i.e. refractory period) during which another
impulse can not be fired. The action potential is a transitory event
lasting about 1 ms with the refractory period of about 2 to 3 ms [34].
Neurons are interconnected through synapses. An action potential of a
neuron propagates down its axon. The axon terminates in many small
branches whose stubs are the synapses. The arriving electrical potential
makes vesicles in the synapse move to the cell membrane. These vesicles
release neurotransmitters that cross the synaptic gap (figure 1.3). The
postsynaptic neuron has ligand-sensitive gates in its membrane and the
resulting flow of ions generates a local variation in potential at that
location. The branches where a postsynaptic neuron connects to its
presynaptic neurons are called dendrites. It is the local variation of
the membrane voltage from various synapses that is integrated and that
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can lead to the generation of a new action potential in the soma of the
postsynaptic neuron. Thereafter, the action potential propagates again
down the axon of the currently active neuron until it reaches the synapses
where the same process starts again.
The human brain contains approximately 1012 neurons and each neuron
can make thousands of connections to other neurons through synapses.
Nowadays, it is not yet possible to study networks of that size and there-
fore smaller networks, such as they can be found in both in vitro cultures
and in vivo, enable studies towards the understanding of the physiology
of large neuronal network systems at an intermediate complexity [36,37].
In that sense, microelectrode arrays (MEA) are one way to interact with
networks containing thousands of cells [38,39].
MEAs consist in a set of electrodes that are in contact with the cells and
the culture medium. They measure the extracellular potential changes
that arise at the interface cell-electrode. The resulting electrochemical
interface is very complex and many studies have been carried out to
understand and model its behaviour [33,40–44]. A simplified, but widely
used model of the interface is shown in figure 1.4.
Extracellular and intracellular measurements are intrinsically different
and consequently, the shape and the amplitude of the recorded signals
are distinct (figure 1.5). The major disadvantage of extracellular mea-
surements with respect to intracellular ones is the three orders in magni-
tude decrease of the signal amplitude. A typical signal amplitude of an
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Figure 1.3 : The vesicles in the presynaptic cell move towards the cell membrane when an AP is
arriving. They release neurotransmitters into the synaptic cleft. The neurotransmitters bind onto
ligand-sensitive gates at the postsynaptic cell. As a consequence, the gates open and ions start
crossing the membrane of the postsynaptic cell to contribute to the generation of an AP in this
cell.
extracellular potential is in the order of a few tens to a few hundreds of
microvolts, depending on the cell type and the quality of cell/electrode
interface [48]. The electronics has therefore to be very sensitive to detect
these small signals.
Already in the seventies Thomas [49] used MEAs to interface with elec-
trogenic cells. In the early eighties, Pine [39] and Gross [50] started in-
vestigating the behaviour of neuronal cultures systematically with MEAs
and since then many research activities based their methods on the
use of MEAs. Commercially available systems (Multichannelsystems,
Ayanda, Panasonic) are based on micromachined substrate which inte-
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Figure 1.4 : The electrical model of the electrochemical interfaces electrode-electrolyte-cell [40].
Rmetal is the resistance of the electrode, Cshunt consists of all the parasitic capacitors at the input
of the amplifier. Rct models the charge transfer at the metal-electrolyte interface and Cdl is the
double layer capacitance at the interface [33]. Rspread is the resistor of the electrolyte between the
cell and the electrode, Rseal is the sealing resistor due to the adhesion of the cell to the substrate.
Models and measured values for Rct, Cdl, Rspread and Rseal can be found in literature [42,44–47].
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Figure 1.5 : Extracellular measurement (left), intracellular measurement (right). The difference
in shape and amplitude of the recorded signal can be seen. Moreover, the extracellular technique
is non-invasive which can enable long-term recordings.
grate a number of passive electrodes with metallic connections [47]. The
number of electrodes in such an array is limited to 60 - 128, in some
prototypes the arrays contain 512 electrodes [51]. However, this passive
approach is very impractical for even higher number of electrodes since
the signals have to be routed to external amplifiers. Therefore, multi-
plexing of electrodes and integrating signal processing blocks on the same
substrate as the electrodes using commercially available CMOS technolo-
gies [52–55] have been proposed. This allowed implementing up to 256
electrodes with amplifiers and filters on a single chip [56–60]. An alter-
native approach was introduced by Berdondini and Eversmann [7, 61].
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Berdondini designed an MEA consisting of 4096 metallic electrodes, how-
ever the system was limited to a concurrent read-out of only a few elec-
trodes. Eversmann implemented an array with 16384 electrodes using
field effect transistor (FET) [62] electrodes. However, the achieved noise
level is still too high to measure small extracellular spikes of mammal
neuronal cells and his system was validated on cultured brain slices [63].
1.1.2 Signal Acquisition
Figure 1.6a shows a conventional MEA acquisition system and figure
1.6b illustrates the concept of multiplexing in a CMOS-based MEA
system. Analog-to-digital conversion can either take place on-chip or
externally by discrete electronic components. The same holds for the
digital interface. Hafizovic [64] includes a field programmable gate ar-
ray (FPGA) to perform a threshold-based standard spike detection [65]
before sending the data to a host computer. Oweiss [66] proposes a
hardware-implemented wavelet transform for data compression of 32 in
vivo electrodes. Guillory [67] proposes a PC-based system for real-time
spike detection and storage of 100 channels and Folgers [68] implemented
a 128 channel wavelet transform on a dedicated digital signal processor
(DSP).
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Figure 1.6 : Conventional MEA acquisition system with a signal chain for each electrode (a).
Multiplexed MEA system as frequently used in solid-state circuits [61, 64]. One channel contains
several electrodes that are interleaved in time using a switch (b). Analog-to-digital converters
(ADCs) are used in both systems to digitize the analog waveforms. Thereafter, the samples are
sent to a host computer for processing.
1.1.3 Signal Pre-Processing
Signal processing issues not only arise for the analysis of biological data
but particularly at the transducer level. All types of transducers ex-
perience non-idealities due to inherent systematic errors, random errors
and external interferences. The effects of many of these factors can be
attenuated or even eliminated by appropriate methods. General tech-
niques such as linear time-invariant filtering [69] are easy to use and
they can significantly improve the sensor performance when they are
included in the system. They perform optimally when the spectral com-
ponents of the errors do not overlap with spectral components of the
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useful signal. If this is not the case, statistic modelling of errors can still
lead to substantial functional improvement [70]. In general, any signal
processing method that improves the signal quality at the output of a
system is referred to as signal enhancement or restoration. In most com-
mercial MEA systems, the pre-processing is usually limited to rejecting
out-of-band noise components. The system’s bandwidth is tailored to
the bandwidth of the signals to be measured. Therefore, band-pass fil-
ters are generally an integrated part very early in the signal chain of
conventional MEA systems.
The use of microelectrode arrays enables multivariate statistical tech-
niques to improve the signal quality of each individual channel. The key
idea is to use redundant information from the same physical processes
measured on different electrodes in order to improve the overall signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) of all channels [71–73]. principal component analysis
(PCA) or independent component analysis (ICA) [74–77] are two such
methods. They have already been widely used in other array processing
fields [78], such as communication, speech and image processing [77].
These statistical methods have also been introduced in neurocomputing
many years ago [79, 80], mainly for in vivo systems and experiments.
Oweiss recently proposed an in vivo multi electrode signal processing
framework to enhance the quality of the recorded signals and to improve
the discrimination of neuronal spikes from the electrode array [81].
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1.1.4 Spike Detection
The fundamental information element in neuroelectrophysiology is the
occurrence of a spike from a neuron. Researchers are mainly interested
in the timing of a spike whereas the waveform shape is not considered as
a significant parameter. The most important task in signal processing
related to MEA systems is therefore the detection of spikes from a series
of measurements from a set of electrodes. Thereafter, the spike events
from all measured neurons are fed to statistical algorithms that aim to
find any embedded deterministic behaviour. For many years, numerous
mathematical methods to analyze spike trains from multielectrodes ex-
ist already. Since spike trains are event-related signals, discrete signal
theory can not be applied as such and a different mathematical formal-
ism, also referred to as point processes [82, 83], was developed to track
event-based signals mathematically.
Extracellular neuronal spike amplitudes are in the range of several tens of
microvolts to several hundreds of microvolts [40], depending on the type
of neuronal cells. Cortical, hippocampal and spinal cell cultures can give
typical signal amplitudes from ≈ 10µVpp to 300µVpp. Therefore, MEA
acquisition systems need to be highly sensitive, i.e. they must provide
a very low system noise floor in order to detect extracellular biological
signals. Many different methods have been explored [84] to detect neu-
ronal spikes under low SNR (i.e. 0 dB - 6 dB) conditions. Currently, one
of the most promising approaches for the detection of low SNR signals
was achieved by using wavelet theory [85–89].
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With conventional low-density MEAs multiple shapes can often be ob-
served from one single electrode [5]. It is commonly agreed that the
different signal shapes are the contribution of different neurons. There-
fore, the number of observed neurons can be increased by the fact that it
is possible to monitor more than one cell at one electrode. In order to dis-
criminate between the neurons a set of characteristics (i.e. features) has
to be extracted from each waveform. This can be achieved by statistical
methods [90], such as PCA [91], or by wavelet-based methods [87,92].
1.1.5 Network Analysis
Biological characterization of neuronal networks is mostly assessed by
simple statistical measures derived from the spike trains (i.e. point pro-
cesses). Practically, various histograms from one or multiple spike trains
are constructed to estimate measures, such as inter spike interval prob-
ability density functions or cross-correlograms of multiple spike trains,
respectively [82]. The bin width that is chosen to build the histograms is
critical in order to prevent artefact relationships between the spike trains
under investigation due to the fact that successive bins after a firing can
be correlated because of the refractory period of this neuron. Usually,
bin widths of 0.02 ms - 0.5 ms [93] are used for the computation of the his-
tograms. From the probability density functions and cross-correlograms
one can estimate whether there is a statistical dependence between the
underlying processes (i.e. direct synaptic connection between neurons
or indirect functional dependence) or whether the processes tend to be
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independent. Some other characteristics of the neuronal network can be
revealed, such as synchronicity, pacemaker cells and functional connec-
tivity between pairs of neuron [8], however more complex multivariate
patterns remain undiscovered [5,94]. The same statistical measurements
can be applied between the stimulus trains and the corresponding re-
sponse trains. In that case, we refer to post-stimulus-time-histogram
(PSTH) which indicates the statistical dependence of a network to a
stimulus and its (evoked) responses.
An alternative approach to assess the functional relationship between
the observed neurons of a network is by means of information theoretic
concepts. Entropy and mutual information measures are estimated from
the spike events and serve to describe the functional connectivity of the
network [13, 37, 95, 96]. These concepts can be extended to multivariate
signals and can therefore quantify more complex underlying functional
connectivity than with simple pairwise statistics as discussed above.
1.2 Problem Statement
Dissociated large-scale neuron cultures consist of 10’000-100’000 neurons
on an active area of typically 6mm2 [97]. In order to observe detailed
activity propagation at a local level it is important to have high-density
recording sites, i.e. at least electrodes at distances in the order of cell
dimensions. Therefore, the importance of high-density MEAs is evident
since a few years [4]. However, next to monitoring the activity at a local
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level, it is also important to monitor the entire network for a significant
statistical representation of the culture [5]. Both these constraints, high-
resolution and large-scale, necessarily lead to MEAs with thousands of
concurrent recording electrodes in order to bridge the gap between lo-
cal activity patterns and global network characteristics [98]. Berdondini
introduced the concept of high-density MEAs in 2001 [7], however the
system was not laid out to concurrently record from all electrodes. Re-
cently, other high-density systems in both conventional passive technol-
ogy (see section 1.1.1) and CMOS-based technology [52,56,59,61,63,99]
were implemented. Eversmann achieves both high-density and large-
scale recording, however the noise performance of the circuit (250µVrms)
does not allow the recording of spikes and bursts of dissociated cortical
cultures from vertebrates and the acquisition system is not extended
to continuous acquisition and real-time capability. Low SNR is an in-
herent characteristics of high-density large-scale CMOS MEAs since the
noise performance decreases with an increase in electrode density, i.e.
less silicon area per electrode hampers a low noise performance in the
amplifiers [100].
Two major challenges of large-scale high-density MEA systems are there-
fore i) handling of the large amount of data that is produced during the
recording and ii) the detection and analysis of signals in a low SNR
environment. Classical signal analysis (i.e. spike detection, spike sort-
ing, functional connectivity by pairwise cross-correlograms) becomes a
difficult and tedious task, since data streams in the order of GBit/s are
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expected. On-line or real-time analysis of the electrophysiological data is
even impossible with currently available acquisition systems (see section
1.1.2) and analysis tools [5]. New innovative solutions on both hardware
system and signal processing levels are therefore required to face the
challenges of new generations of large-scale high-density MEA systems.
1.3 Objectives and Outline of the Thesis
The main objective of this work is to implement and explore a large-scale
high-density microelectrode array system that can continuously record
spike and bursts from dissociated neuronal cultures. To achieve this,
a new architecture for the MEA acquisition system will be introduced
by taking into account the need for real-time signal analysis. The en-
tire system will be presented as a new unified framework that enables
both hardware- and software-based signal processing (figure 1.7). Then,
real-time pre-processing of the electrophysiological data and the use of
hardware to perform real-time spike detection and sorting will be ad-
dressed. The developed framework can be extended to use methods
stemming from the image processing field. This will be illustrated by
an alternative representation, processing, interpreting and analyzing of
the physiological data based on concepts that are used in the field of
image/video processing.
Chapter 2 of this thesis discusses the concept and design of large-scale
high-density MEA acquisition systems. The architecture and the imple-
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mentation of the system will be shown. Important aspects for real-time
capabilities will be pointed out. Electrical and biological validation will
then be described and acquisitions from neuronal cell cultures will be
demonstrated.
Chapter 3 presents the concepts related to signal processing adapted to
high-density MEA systems. In particular, it will be shown that signal
denoising, spike detection and sorting can be done in a wavelet-based
framework that can be extended to the real-time processing of neuro-
physiological signals.
Chapter 4 extends the multichannel approach of the signal processing
framework to an image-based representation of the signals from high-
density MEAs. This chapter will show that the high-density feature of
our system leads to local spatial signal correlation. By using methods
from the image processing field, this spatial correlation can be used for
further enhancing the signals and improving the discrimination of spikes.
Moreover, the multiresolution property of the wavelet decomposition
can lead to new representations and characterizations of the activity
of dissociated neuronal cultures.
The concept of the wavelet-based framework for real-time analysis leads
to the implementation of a real-time wavelet transform kernel in hard-
ware on an FPGA. Architecture, design and validation will be shown in
chapter 5.
Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and gives a few perspectives that arise
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from the image/video interpretation of neurophysiological signals. A set
of techniques from classical image processing opens the door for further
research in the field of neurophysiology.
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Figure 1.7 : The proposed framework includes the high-density MEA acquisition system and the
signal processing concepts based on both single-channel and image-based representations. Single-
channel processing shall be based on the analysis of multiple one-dimensional signals f(t) and image-
based processing shall be performed with three-dimensional data f(x,y,t) (i.e. space and time). The
gray shaded area corresponds to the conventional approach of multielectrode / microelectrode array
systems.

Chapter 2
High-Density Microelectrode Array
Acquisition System
C
ommercially available MEA systems feature sampling rates up to
50 kHz, noise levels lower than 3 - 5µVrms, signal bandwidths of
3 kHz and integrate typically 60 - 120 microelectrodes of 10 - 30µm in
diameter with pitches in the order of hundreds of micrometers. Assum-
ing average cardiomyocyte cell lengths in the order of 60µm, observa-
tions of subcellular propagation effects can not be achieved with cur-
rent electrode densities. Furthermore, with typical neuron soma dimen-
sion in vertebrates of a few micrometers and typical neuronal networks
of 10’000 - 100’000 neurons, the limited number of electrodes and their
rather large pitch results in a substantial spatial undersampling of the
overall network activity. The development of MEA systems featuring a
higher spatial resolution while preserving adequate noise and sampling
performances is thus a prerequisite for improving both the subcellular
resolution capabilities in cardiomyocyte cultures and the local statistical
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activity representation of large organized neuronal populations.
Specifically addressing the high spatial resolution for in vitro devices,
two main approaches of densely integrated electrode arrays [7] and field-
effect transistor (FET) arrays [61] were reported. In the latter FET-
based approach, spatial resolutions down to 7.8µm were achieved on
arrays of 128 x 128 elements. As yet, the temporal resolution of 2 kHz
full frame rate and up to 8 kHz on smaller areas and a noise level of
250µVrms do not measure up to that of conventional MEA systems [63].
A third approach of high-density MEAs was proposed by Frey [101].
This system can record from 126 configurable electrodes of a matrix
of 11016 electrodes, however due to the limited number of recording
sites it can not simultaneously acquire from a large-scale network at
a high resolution. A hybrid approach implementing an external ASIC
amplification chip for 512 electrodes that was recently reported [51] is
not an effective solution for arrays of several thousands of electrodes.
Another aspect in developing high spatial resolution MEAs concerns the
data acquisition system which in its current standard format (channel-
by-channel addressing) is inadequate. The implementation of the real-
time signal processing in hardware becomes thus essential for the han-
dling of the large amount of data resulting from thousands of parallel
recording sites.
In this chapter, we report on the implementation and validation of a
complete electrophysiological recording platform, consisting of an APS-
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MEA device and an acquisition system with real-time signal and data
processing resources based on architectural ideas from the image/video
acquisition field.
2.1 System Specifications
2.1.1 APS-MEA
The APS-MEA shall comprises 64 x 64 electrodes arranged as an array of
pixel elements. The electrode size is 21µm x 21µm since this dimension
turned out to be a good trade-off between the spatial resolution require-
ment and the microelectrode performances [99]. The distance between
electrodes is 21µm, so that an area of 42µm x 42µm is available under-
neath each electrode for basic in-pixel analog processing as enabled by
commercial CMOS processes. The overall active area of the electrode
array is 2.67 mm x 2.67 mm, which results in an electrode density of 576
electrodes/mm2. It is worth noting that typical cell densities in cortical
cultures range from 500 - 2500 cells/mm2 resulting in a near one-to-one
match between number of neurons and available electrodes [102].
In order to maximally avoid the occurrence of any unwanted electro-
chemical reaction at the interface electrolyte - CMOS-chip, a biasing of
the electrolyte at 0 V with respect to the system ground is required.
Since signals from different types of electrogenic cells, and therefore of
different amplitudes, shall be acquired, the dynamic range of the system
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needs to be very high. On the one hand, typical spike amplitudes of dis-
sociated cortical neurons from rats are in the order of 100µVpp. On the
other hand, signals up to several millivolts are obtained from cardiomy-
ocytes cultures. Therefore, a programmable gain has to be implemented
for adapting the acquisition system to this wide range of amplitudes. The
sensitivity of the system will be given by the minimum noise floor that
can be achieved. The noise performance of CMOS circuits is directly re-
lated to the available area and to their power consumption. Due to the
high resolution requirement, both available area and maximum power
consumption per electrode are very limited. Given the power supply
at 3.3 V and the minimum and maximum signal amplitudes, i.e. re-
spectively 100µVpp and 2mVpp, the minimum and maximum gain of the
system can be determined.
2.1.2 Data Acquisition Platform - Real-Time Signal
Processing
A two orders of magnitude increase of the number of recording sites with
respect to the number of passive sites available in conventional MEAs en-
tails severe constraints towards the mining and analysis of the recorded
data. It is therefore imperative to integrate sufficient resources in the
system in order to implement signal processing tasks. Non-idealities
(i.e. drifts and offsets) of the APS-MEA compromise efficient signal
analysis tasks at later stages of signal processing. Hence, it is neces-
sary to perform signal enhancement, such as filtering, prior to applying
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further analysis. Filtering of 4096 channels in real-time needs an out-
standing speed performance in the involved processing blocks and only
hardware-implemented functions (i.e. FPGA) can meet these stringent
requirements.
Both high spatial resolution at a large scale and high spatio-temporal
resolution at a local level are required for the acquisition system. The
bi-modal imaging capability, i.e. full-frame and zoomed modes, is a key
feature for enhancing the correlation and the investigation of signal prop-
agation at the macro- and micro-scale of the cellular network circuitry.
The sampling rates for these two modes have to target a sufficient tem-
poral resolution for performing efficient spike detection at the full frame
level and even provide higher frequencies for micro-scale propagation
analysis. Upon evaluation of both aspects on custom designed passive
MEAs with high-density electrodes integrated in small areas [103], a 12-
bit Analog-to-Digital (AD) conversion with a global sampling rate of 10
kSamples/s in the full frame mode and a minimum sampling rate of 20
kSamples/s in the zooming mode were defined. A bandwidth require-
ment of about 500 Mbit/s results from the specifications of the ADCs
and the required spatio-temporal resolution.
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Table 2.1 : Summary of basic specifications of the acquisition platform
Number of Electrodes 64 x 64
Electrode Size 21µm x 21µm
Electrode Element Area 42µm x 42µm
Supply Voltage 3.3 V
Gain Range 52 dB - 76 dB
Overall Power Consumption of Chip 132 mW
Input Referred Noise 15µVRMS
Maximum Zoom Mode Electrode Number 32 x 32
Full Frame Sampling Rate 10 kHz
Minimum Zoom Mode Sampling Rate 20 kHz
ADC Resolution 12 bit
Signal Frequency Range 1 Hz - 5 kHz
2.2 System Implementation
2.2.1 Architecture
Multiplexing has been used for more than a century in communications
systems to transfer voices or videos of multiple users. This technique
has also been widely applied in the optical sensing field, where light
sensitive devices based on the concept of active pixel sensors (APS)
[104–107] are a valuable alternative to the traditional charge-coupled
devices (CCD). The same technique can also be successfully implemented
to switch many on-chip integrated electrodes on one or several output
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channels and therefore it can decrease routing complexity. By replacing
the photodiode of a pixel by an electrode, an APS-based architecture
can be designed to implement a high-density MEA [7,99]. Furthermore,
applying the concepts and methods originally developed for image/video
processing, an alternative approach to handle the data from a high-
density MEA system can be found. Instead of acquiring a parallel set
of one-dimensional signals along the amplitude vs. time quantities, the
main idea behind the system organization, and that is reflected by the
hardware implementation and signal handling, consists in representing
the electrophysiological data as time sequences of images.
The front-end of the system consists thus of the APS-MEA featuring
an array of electrodes with corresponding amplification, addressing and
multiplexing functionalities (figure 2.1). The location of each electrode
is precisely defined in terms of row and column indexes and all the elec-
trodes are subsequently multiplexed on one or several parallel output
channels. It is the on-chip multiplexing that enables the read-out of
a large number of channels without being limited by the electrode in-
terconnections. Therefore, multiplexing leads to the implementation of
large-scale and dense electrode arrays for high spatial resolution.
The multiplexing of numerous electrodes on one single output entails
stringent requirements with respect to the bandwidth along the critical
paths of the integrated circuit. In order to relax these requirements, the
signals of 4096 electrodes are multiplexed on 16 parallel analog output
channels (i.e. 256 electrodes per channel). The complete architecture of
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Figure 2.1 : APS-MEA Block Schematics
the acquisition system is shown in figure 2.2. The 16 analog output chan-
nels from the APS-MEA are externally sampled by a bank of ADCs. The
different outputs are sent to a FPGA through a serial interface internally
provided by the ADCs. The FPGA is both the control and timing device
of the APS-MEA and of the bank of ADCs, since the addressing of the
electrodes has to be synchronized with the AD conversion. The interface
between computer and FPGA is bidirectional, so that control data can
be sent from the user interface, which allows for a high flexibility in the
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Figure 2.2 : Block diagram of the acquisition architecture. The high-speed communication
interfaces are depicted with white arrows, whereas the low-speed ones going from the host computer
to the FPGA are indicated by black arrows. The real-time (RT) blocks indicate the real-time
processing units to be used for data pre-processing and analysis tasks. It has to be noted that the
CPU does not actively participate in the high-speed data transfer.
configuration of the hardware and of the experimental settings.
Pre-processing such as filtering is performed on the same FPGA. The
data are then multiplexed to a high-speed interface and sent to the PCI
frame grabber containing a dedicated image processor (RISC) that can
be used for spike detection. Thereafter, the processed data is buffered
on the frame grabber and subsequently sent to a hard drive by PCI
bus. It is important to note that the general purpose CPU of the host
computer only controls the setup configuration and the visualization
of data. However, it is not included in the real-time chain. This ar-
chitecture, stemming from high-speed camera systems, enables efficient
pre-processing (e.g. real-time filtering) of the data at the hardware-level
(i.e. in the FPGA). The pre-processing can be followed by real-time
implementations of higher-level functions, such as wavelet-based signal
compression [108], spike detection [85,89], spike sorting [92] and classifi-
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cation on either the FPGA or the image processor (RISC) of the frame
grabber. A wavelet-based pre-processing implementation will be demon-
strated in chapter 5.
2.2.2 APS-MEA
For high-sensitivity systems that have to reliably record signals in the
range of 100µVpp, it is imperative to maximally reduce the noise con-
tributions. Pre-amplification of the signals at the very beginning of the
acquisition chain is essential in order to be more robust to the noise con-
tributions of subsequent stages and to on- and off-chip noise coupling
over the interconnection paths. Therefore, the APS-MEA consists of an
array of pixel elements that comprise each an electrode, a pre-amplifier
and a set of electronic components to bias and address the pixel. Further-
more, eight different bias current settings for the electrode element can
be selected in order to test the circuit under different bias conditions.
A photograph of the APS-MEA fabricated in a Austriamicrosystems
(AMS) 0.35µm CMOS, 4 metal layers technology can be seen on figure
2.3.
Noise
Amplifying the signal as much and as early as possible in the chain to
rise it above the total system noise floor on the one hand and limiting
the maximum noise bandwidth on the other hand are the only two ways
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Figure 2.3 : Photograph of the APS-MEA V1 chip. The 4096 electrodes array is in the centre.
The structures on the right, on the left and on the top border are the output drivers. The column
amplifiers are visible at the top of the array.
of increasing the SNR. In a conventional CMOS implementation of such
an electrode amplifier, the 0V-bias of the electrolyte is another challenge
when using an asymmetric power supply (0 - 3.3 V). We can either include
an AC coupling at the electrode or perform a direct DC coupling. AC
coupling requires an additional area consuming capacitor (e.g. metal-
insulator-metal). Amplification can then be performed at the electrode
(figure 2.4a). If the amplifier is DC coupled, a level-shifter is first needed
to raise the voltage to a level that allows enough voltage headroom for
the following amplification and bias stages (figure 2.4b).
A simplified model of the electrode including its noise contribution is
shown in figure 2.5 (derived from the model shown in figure 1.4).
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Figure 2.4 : AC coupled electrode with immediate amplification in a common-source amplifier.
The DC input voltage is removed by a metal-insulator-metal capacitor (CMIM ). The dashed line
symbolizes the circuitry that is necessary to bias the amplifier (a). DC coupled electrode with
PMOS level-shifter and common-source amplifier in a second stage (b).
Figure 2.5 : Simplified electrode model including noise. Ci models the interface (i.e. metal-
electrolyte) capacitor and Rct models the charge transfer at the interface. VNelectrode represents
the noise voltage of the electrode.
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The major noise sources of the electrode and the input amplifier are:
• Thermal noise of the electrode
• Thermal noise of the CMOS transistor(s)
• Flicker noise of the CMOS transistor(s)
The thermal noise of the electrode can be modelled using the formula
VNelectrode =
√
4 k RN ∆f , where RN corresponds to the electrode’s
equivalent noise resistance and ∆f = 1/(Rct · Ci). For a platinum elec-
trode of 10 µm of diameter, typical values of Rct=430 kΩ and Ci=7.85
pF are obtained [47].
The thermal noise power density of MOS transistors can be modelled as
follows:
−
I
2
nth =
2
3
· 4 kT · gm (2.1)
with
−
Inth the noise current per
√
Hz, k = 1.3806504 · 10−23 JK the Boltz-
mann constant and gm the small signal transconductance of the MOS
transistor [100].
Flicker noise power density of MOS transistors is inversely proportional
to the product of their lengths L and widths W:
−
V
2
in 1f
=
K
Cox ·W · L ·
KF · IAF
f
(2.2)
−
I
2
n, 1f
=
K
Cox ·W · L ·
1
f
· g2m (2.3)
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and thus directly related to the area of the pixel element.
−
V
2
in 1f
cor-
responds to the input-referred noise voltage,
−
I
2
n, 1f
to the flicker noise
current in the transistor and I to the bias current of the transistor. f is
the frequency and KF and AF are two dimensionless parameters that
are fit to the frequency characteristics of the CMOS process. PMOS
transistors are inherently less noisy than NMOS [100]. A quantitative
characterisation of the flicker noise contribution of a single PMOS tran-
sistor in the AMS 0.35µm CMOS process with respect to two different
widths W is shown in figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6 : Flicker noise for PMOS with L=0.5µm and I=10µA of the AMS 0.35 µm CMOS
process (KF = 1.191 · 10−26 and AF = 1.461)
The multiplexing of many electrodes on one channel increases propor-
tionally the bandwidth requirements of the channel signal path. The
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Figure 2.7 : System Transfer Functions
bandwidth of the multiplexed channels has to be at least the band-
width of one individual pixel multiplied by the number of multiplexed
electrodes. Therefore, sampling of each channel will substantially alias
high-frequency noise into the signal band and considerably degrade the
overall noise performance, since the sampling frequency is only a frac-
tion of the channel bandwidth [61]. Consequently, the total effective
noise increases. A block diagram that identifies the noise-relevant trans-
fer functions of the architecture is depicted in figure 2.7. It refers to
the APS-MEA architecture of figure 2.1 and the system architecture of
figure 2.2. A qualitative representation of the signal and noise spectra at
each node of figure 2.7 is shown in figure 2.8. The power densities (PD)
are normalized by the total gain at each node. The cut-off frequency of
the electrode transfer function h1 is supposed to be much higher than
the bandwidth of the electrode element (h2).
A qualitative analysis of both structures of figure 2.4 reveals a difference
in noise performance. Neglecting the noise contribution of the readout-
circuit and of the current source I, for the AC-coupled architecture the
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Figure 2.8 : Signal and noise power densities (PD) at the input of the electrode are shown (a). A
typical electrode bandwidth is 50 kHz. Both filtering characteristic and noise densities at the input
of the electrode amplifier (h2, cut-off frequency fc = 10kHz)are added in (b). The same at the
input of the column amplifiers (c) and the output amplifiers (d). The sampling of the spectrum is
represented by a spike train up to the maximum channel bandwidth at distances that correspond
to the sampling frequency (e). The digital spectrum is displayed after conversion showing the
contribution of the down-folding due to the high-frequency (HF) bands around each Dirac function
of the spike train (f). The noise contribution of each block is modelled with respect to its input,
the PDs are normalized at each stage for illustrative purposes and the sampling train intervals are
not in scale.
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main noise source other than the electrode is the MOS transistor M1.
By taking into account the folding mechanism as explained in figure 2.8,
the input-referred square noise voltage for the AC coupled architecture
(figure 2.4a) after sampling can be expressed as:
−
v
2
AC,Ninsampled
(f) =
dBWfs e∑
k=b−BWfs c
(
4kTRN∣∣∣∣1 + j · 2pi·(f−k·fs)ωc
∣∣∣∣2
+
−
I
2
M1,Nth(f−k·fs) +
−
I
2
M1, 1f (f−k·fs)
g2mM1
)
(2.4)
where ω−1c = RtCt corresponds to the bandwidth of the electrode, BW
is the system noise bandwidth and fs is the sampling rate.
Assuming that the gain of the first stage is approximatively 1, the DC-
coupled architecture (figure 2.4b) leads to:
−
v
2
DC,Ninsampled
(f) =
dBWfs e∑
k=b−BWfs c
(
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+
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+
R2eq · (
−
I
2
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−
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2
M1, 1f (f−k·fs))
)
(2.5)
The last term in equation 2.5 adds a substantial noise contribution to
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the total noise, since Req (i.e. the impedance at the node Vo1 of figure
2.4b) is usually much greater than 1/gmM2, and assuming that the noise
currents of both transistors are about the same.
One way to reduce noise aliasing, i.e. reduce the number k of Dirac
functions within the system bandwidth in equations 2.4 and 2.5, is to
limit the maximum bandwidth per channel, or equivalently, the number
of pixels multiplexed on one channel. This consists in dividing the entire
array into a number of smaller zones each one having its own output
channel. The current circuit implementation with 16 output channels
was found to be a good trade-off between bandwidth limitation and
increasing external routing complexity.
Electrode Element
The electrode element implements an amplification stage (operational
transconductance amplifier, OTA) with a gain of 40 dB within the elec-
trode element in order to mask the noise of subsequent stages. More-
over, a calibration stage was included in the pixel to limit the effects
of DC offsets, thermal drifts and leakage currents arising from the dy-
namic electrochemical equilibrium at the electrode-electrolyte interface,
which could saturate the following analog processing blocks. Due to
limited pixel area, a capacitive AC coupling in the signal path was not
feasible. Therefore, a DC coupled architecture was chosen to solve this
offset problem (figure 2.4b). Consequently, a DC offset compensation cir-
cuitry within the electrode element [55] is required and is implemented
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in our device by an auto-zeroing structure, based on a sampled feedback
(SWAZ1 in figure 2.9). During operation, a calibration sequence (SWAZ1
and SWAZ2 closed) lasting about 4µs is used for resetting the input to a
defined potential of 0 V. This calibration biases the feedback accordingly.
At the end of the calibration sequence the feedback path is opened and
the sampling capacitor CAZ holds the corresponding voltage value. The
OTA then works in open-loop mode. However, due to leakage currents
in the capacitor, ambient light, temperature changes and variations at
the interfacial potential, the sampled voltage drifts and the in-pixel cir-
cuit has to be regularly recalibrated. The lower cut-off frequency of the
signal band can be set according to the frequency of calibration. Under
standard operation a typical calibration period of 1 to 2 s should be
sufficient.
Figure 2.9 : Electrode element showing the signal flow to the column amplifier. There is one
amplifier per column. Four column amplifiers are then multiplexed to one output channel. One
channel itself includes another gain stage (12 dB) which serves as driving stage for the output.
The amplification of the signal chain is completed by a programmable
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column amplifier, which allows to set a total gain of 52 dB, 64 dB, 70 dB
or 76 dB, respectively, and to adapt the gain to signals from different
cell cultures. Besides the nominal bias currents and in order to have
additional tuning capabilities, different programmable bias currents for
the in-pixel amplifier, read-out amplifier and output amplifier were also
implemented. In-pixel low-pass filtering limits the total noise power at
the output of the system (see figure 2.8b) [59], however again the tight
area constraints due to the high spatial resolution requirement do not
allow efficient filter implementations for the required frequency bands.
Nevertheless, some inherent low-pass filter characteristic in the pixel can
be obtained by connecting a Miller capacitor between the outputs of the
two input transistors of the OTA (figure 2.10). The noise of the electrode
element will be determined by the electrode, the input transistor (level-
shifter) and the OTA (see equation 2.5). The simulated noise voltage
within the bandwidth of the electrode amounts to 15µVRMS.
A common-mode noise insensitive differential signal chain was imple-
mented from the column amplifier on, however at the pixel level a single-
ended signal path was preferred to a differential one. A differential topol-
ogy requires a larger area and increases routing complexity, however it
remains a promising alternative for a next-generation device in a smaller
CMOS technology.
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Figure 2.10 : In-pixel OTA. The floating capacitor was implemented using a PMOS transis-
tor. The values between parentheses correspond to the width/length (in µm) of the transistors
[schematics provided by S. Neukom, CSEM].
2.2.3 Acquisition Blocks
On-chip ADCs were avoided for the two following reasons: (i) design
speed-up of the APS-MEA chip and minimization of design risks and
(ii) rejection of any additional on-chip digital noise sources. Thus, the
16 APS-MEA differential output channels have to be digitized before
further data processing can be performed. This is done on an interme-
diate system block that precedes the FPGA but is physically part of the
FPGA circuit board (figure 2.11). Thus, a bank of 16 ADCs feeds the
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digital signals to the FPGA. The FPGA is an intrinsic component of
the system architecture and enables hardware implementation of elec-
trophysiological data analysis (see figure 2.2). This is essential for the
real-time handling of a large number of electrodes. The expected data
stream at the output of the 12-bit ADCs amounts to 500 Mbit/s for the
read-out at 10 kFrames/s of the entire array. Important but less hard-
ware consuming tasks implemented on the FPGA are the control of the
APS-MEA, such as configuration and calibration, as well as the control
and timing of the addressing and of the ADC sampling. The FPGA is
an Altera Cyclone device with 20 kLogic Elements (LE), 64 blocks of
internal 4 kBit RAM and two phase-locked-loops (PLLs). Furthermore,
an external 1-MByte SRAM is mounted together with the FPGA.
Figure 2.11 : Architecture of interface - FPGA board. The output of the FPGA (28 bits) meets
the CameraLink bit assignment.
The processed data is then sent from the FPGA to a serializer. The
28-bit bus from the FPGA is multiplexed (7:1) on four low-voltage-
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differential-signaling (LVDS) channels (figure 2.12). We chose a Camer-
aLink standard1 as the physical layer of the transmission. The transmit-
ted signals consists of an LVAL (line valid), an FVAL (frame valid) and a
DVAL (data valid) as well as three ports of 8 bits each for the base con-
figuration, six ports for the medium configuration and eight ports for the
full configuration. The base configuration output consists of a high-speed
downlink with four channels, a transmission channel of the clock, four
channels for a high-speed uplink and a serial bi-directional low bitrate
transmission. It can normally be accessed through a Mini-D-Ribbon-26
connector (MDR26). The base configuration supports currently a max-
imum clock speed of 85 MHz and can therefore achieve a payload of
2.04 Gbit/s. The medium configuration can transmit up to 4.08 Gbit/s
and the full configuration is limited to 5.44 GBit/s. Both configurations
require a second MDR connector.
Figure 2.12 : CameraLink downlink transmitter - receiver block diagram (base configuration).
The 100 Ω resistor at the receiver side is for line termination.
The CameraLink standard is adapted to the transmission of images in
1http://www.imagelabs.com
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formats of frames and lines. It is a raw protocol and no error correction
is included. The FVAL is asserted during the transmission of an image
frame, the LVAL is asserted during the transmission of a line and DVAL
is set to 1 when there is valid data at the output. These control signals
are used by the frame grabber to trigger its buffers to the start and the
end of data reception.
Figure 2.13 : Frame grabber architecture
The architecture in figure 2.13 includes a LEONARDO frame grabber
from Arvoo2. It organizes the data in blocks of images at both the re-
ceiver and memory level. A RISC processor is mounted on the frame
grabber and allows implementing algorithms in software for image pro-
2http://www.arvoo.com/
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cessing at a very low level. The received blocks of images are directly
stored in an SDRAM (128 MB). The images can be transferred from
the SDRAM to the host computer storage system (RAID 0) using direct
memory access (DMA) through the PCI. Thus, the acquisition process
does normally not interfere with the processes on the host PC.
2.2.4 Software
The control software was implemented by the Neuroengineering and Bio-
nanoTechnology group of Sergio Martinoia, at the Department of Bio-
physical and Electronic Engineering (DIBE) of the university of Genoa.
The main application is written in C#, whereas the API functions of the
LEONARDO frame grabber are provided in C++. The image processor
(MIPS RISC) on the LEONARDO is programmed in C.
Even though, the processor of the host computer does not need to allo-
cate processing time to the data acquisition itself, it is important that the
data can be transferred fast enough over the PCI from the frame grabber
RAM to the hard drive(s) of the computer. The disk access times are
very critical and therefore a RAID 0 configuration of SAS hard drives
was used. Long-term recordings of the 4096 pixels at a frame rate of
7.7 kHz provide data flows of 60 MB/s and stored files of several Giga-
bytes (typically 7 GB for 120 s).
For these reasons low level functions were used to access hard disk
for reading/writing data, unmanaged code for data transfer from the
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LEONARDO board to the RAM and multithreading implementations
for parallel processing. The software architecture was finally optimized
in order to use the hardware features of the latest commercially available
workstations which provide multi-core processing.
The software architecture provides the following features:
• Continuous recording of the entire array or of a close-up area at
higher sampling frequency, continuous on-line representation of the
electrical activity of the chip as a false colour map and raw data
visualization of a subset of selected pixels
• Replayer mode: i.e. visualization of previous recordings that can be
run forward and backward
• Stimulation configuration interface for the second generation of the
APS-MEA
• Integration of off-line time domain analysis [109] i.e.:
– Spike detection
– Raster plot visualization
– Average firing rate - network average firing rate
– PSTH
– Inter spike interval - joint inter spike interval
– Burst detection
– Inter burst interval
– Network inter burst interval
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• Integration of off-line wavelet domain analysis and denoising func-
tions
• ”Ad hoc” data format for high transfer rate (binary format with
header)
• ”Ad hoc” data format for analysis results (binary format linked to
raw data)
• Raw data extraction of selected pixels in a given time interval from
the original recording in our ”ad hoc” format or in .mat files for
Matlab.
2.2.5 Real-time Processing Units - Filters
The platform provides two blocks for real-time computation (see figure
2.2): the FPGA and the MIPS RISC image processor. One of the objec-
tives of this work is hardware-based real-time implementation of signal
processing tasks (as described in section 1.1), since this approach is more
speed- and power-efficient for a high number of channels. In this sec-
tion, a real-time linear filter implementation on the FPGA for the entire
array is demonstrated. A more advanced hardware architecture for the
computation of wavelet coefficients will be shown in a later chapter (see
chapter 5).
The FPGA is a Cyclone from Altera, as indicated in chapter 2.2.3.
It contains 20060 logic elements (LE) and 64 dual ports RAM blocks
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(256 x 18 bits each)3. Computing circuits can be shared by several elec-
trodes, but registers are specific to each signal. The FPGA board used
as a basis for the system also provides external SRAM and SDRAM cir-
cuits. For real-time signal pre-processing of a high number of channels,
the memory is one of the most critical resources. The external memory
of the FPGA board does not provide adequate transfer rates (only one
32 bit-WRITE and one 32 bit-READ per sample) and therefore compu-
tation is limited by the amount of on-chip RAM blocks. We can allocate
72 bits per channel with the provided FPGA when targeting for a full
array real-time filter implementation.
First, we consider a high-pass filter in order to remove APS-MEA non-
idealities, such as drift and offsets. The filtering of drift effects consists
in removing very low frequencies in the signal. Finite impulse response
(FIR) filters need a very high order n: n > Fs/Fc − 1 (Fs: sampling
frequency; Fc: cutoff frequency). However, infinite impulse response
(IIR) filters do not need such high orders, but they are very sensitive
to coefficient’s precision and therefore, a floating point implementation
is not an optimal solution [69]. Hence, memory constraints, and thus a
limited maximum filter order, have led to the implementation of fixed-
point IIR filters.
The structure of this filter is given in figure 2.14a. It requires one mul-
tiplier (α). This coefficient α determines the ratio between cut-off fre-
quency (Fc) and sampling frequency (Fs). For optimizing the FPGA re-
3http://www.altera.com
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sources, we decided to limit α to α = 1−2−n with n = 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 or 12.
These values enable to use single bit shifters as multipliers. Possible val-
ues for α allow Fc to lie between 1 Hz and 10 Hz for sampling frequencies
of 10 kHz (full array acquisition) and 20 kHz (zooming mode). Calibra-
tion acts like a step input to the filter. Thus, the filter would converge
towards a new steady-state in order to cancel this new offset. To avoid
the induced transient responses we update the filter state (i.e. the value
of the register) with a new value after each calibration. The estimation
is obtained from the difference between the last filtered sample before
calibration and the first raw sample after calibration.
Figure 2.14 : (a) High-pass filter structure implemented in the FPGA for 4096 channels. (b)
Non filtered and (c) real-time filtered acquisitions of a test signal (100 Hz sinus). The efficiency of
the drift filtering and of the offset step compensation due to the amplifiers calibration are clearly
demonstrated.
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As the channels are electronically organized in a 256 x 16 channels ma-
trix, registers are stored in a 256 x 320 bit RAM. We then retrieve the
samples and the related registers in the same clock cycle. Filtered data
are then computed in a 3-cycle pipelined unit. We implemented two
units, so each of them computes 8 channels per sampling time. To com-
pute the filter of figure 2.14a, the current implementation requires only
three clock cycles and is organized in a 3-level pipelined structure. This
gives the possibility to compute n samples in n+2 clock cycles. The
pipelined structure is doubled in order to perform 2 x 8 samples in 8+2
cycles. Finally, data are sent and registers are updated before the next 16
channels are sampled. Figure 2.14c shows the effect of this filter on raw
acquired data with calibration steps (figure 2.14b). Furthermore, the fil-
ter delays the data retrieval by 12 clock cycles (120 ns at 100 MHz). After
filtering and calibration compensation, both raw and filtered samples are
rearranged and sent to the computer according to the user configuration
that can chose between acquisitions of raw signals only, filtered signals
only or interlaced raw and filtered data. The entire logic structure in the
FPGA (including instruction decoding, signal sampling, high-pass filter-
ing and transmission) requires 2600 LEs and 23 of the 64 internal block
memory, leaving 17460 LEs and 41 RAM blocks available for additional
real-time pre-processing tasks (i.e. 2nd order low-pass filtering on 4096
channels).
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2.3 Electrical Characterisation
2.3.1 Single Electrode with Amplifier
Individual test structures were implemented on the same ASIC in order
to characterize the electrode elements.
Figure 2.15 shows the measured range of the offset compensation loop.
We get an input control range from -132 mV to 20 mV for a nominal
electrode bias current setting (i.e. 1µA) and a smaller range from -90 mV
to 10 mV for the minimum bias current setting. The simulated values
are for 1µA -100 mV to +20 mV and for 0.25µA -150 mV to +20 mV,
respectively.
Figure 2.15 : Calibration loop control range of pixel
The gain of the OTA in the electrode element was specified to 40 dB.
Figure 2.16 reports on the measured gain of one pixel at different bias
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current settings. The value closely matches the simulated value and the
pass-band of the device is 25 kHz at Ipix=1µA and 5.5 kHz at Ipix=0.25
µA. The roll-off of the gain is due to the Miller capacitor (figure 2.10)
and the decrease in cut-off frequency is induced by the smaller bias
current that moves the pole at the current mirror node down to lower
frequencies.
Figure 2.16 : Voltage gain of electrode amplifier in open loop.
The major contribution to the total noise power density function in the
Table 2.2 : Static noise measurement of pixel amplifier
Noise of pixel amplifier without electrode and
electrolyte
Noise of pixel amplifier with electrode and
electrolyte
13µVrms 22µVrms
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signal chain is given by the thermal noise of the electrode and noise of
the pre-amplifier stage [54,110]. The noise performance of the electrode
element was measured as shown in figure 2.17. The input-referred noise
of wide-band oscilloscopes is usually very high. Therefore, we will have
to stringently limit significant noise contribution from the oscilloscope.
Two measures of precaution were taken: (i) high gain in front of the os-
cilloscope was inserted in order to raise the noise from the device under
test (DUT) above the noise floor from the oscilloscope and (ii) the band-
width of the oscilloscope was limited. Friis’ formula [111] states that the
noise from blocks following the high gain stages can be neglected. We
inserted a low-noise amplifier of 13 dB after the electrode element. The
noise from this additional amplifier will be masked by the 40 dB from the
DUT, however it will further increase the total gain in front of the noisy
oscilloscope. Assuming that the noise can be modelled as Gaussian noise
the standard deviation of the noise gives the total noise power within the
system bandwidth (i.e. limited by the electrode element bandwidth).
2.3.2 APS-MEA Acquisition System
An additional test row was implemented in the APS-MEA circuit. It
applies a constant voltage to each column when the sensor is put in a test
mode. The voltages are generated by a resistor ladder, thus, when the
read-out chain of the system, including ADC, multiplexing, streaming
and acquisition, is operating correctly, a falling voltage ramp should be
seen from the first to the last column (figure 2.18).
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Figure 2.17 : Noise measurement setup. The signal chain to determine the noise gain (1) and
the signal chain to determine the noise power of the DUT (2). Note the custom-made low-noise
amplifier for better noise masking of the oscilloscope.
Figure 2.18 : Output of the test row
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A typical output of the acquisition system is seen in figure 2.19. An
artificial cardiac pulse of 100µVpp from a signal generator was injected
into the system. The raw signal output can be seen in figure 2.19a,
the real-time filtered and realigned frame is shown in figure 2.19b and
unfiltered waveforms of individual electrodes are depicted in figure 2.19c.
Figure 2.19 : The different data representation mode of the system are illustrated. A cardiac pulse
(amplitude 100µVpp) from a signal generator is fed to an Pt-electrode immersed in a phosphate
buffer solution. A raw frame is depicted in (a). The filtered output with a constant DC level (b).
Four individual time waveforms reconstructed from the frame-by-frame sequence.
Figure 2.20 plots the gain of the system as a function of frequency.
Finally, table 2.3 summarizes the electrical performances of the large-
scale, high-resolution MEA system.
2.4 Biological Measurements
In section 2.3.2 the system was tested with respect to the specifications
and required functionality. However, the final validations shall be done
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Figure 2.20 : Gain of APS-MEA acquisition system from 10 Hz to 30 kHz. The gain was measured
over 128 electrodes.
in neurophysiological environments that correspond to the field of appli-
cation of the system. As a first intermediate step towards the complete
validation we will use dissociated cardiomyocyte cultures. Since the
noise floor during the dynamic operation of our system is in the order
of 25µVRMS (i.e. 150µVpp), the detection of the signals from cortical
neurons (i.e. ≈ 20 - 200µVpp measured on conventional MEAs) seems to
be difficult without knowing the precise nature of waveforms recorded
with high-density MEAs. Therefore, we start measuring signals from
cardiomyocytes as their expected amplitudes are in the order of milli-
volts. Furthermore, their action potentials last longer (≈ 20 ms), which
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Table 2.3 : Summary of characteristics of the high-density APS-MEA system
Number of Electrodes 64 x 64
Electrode Size 21µm x 21µm
Electrode Pitch 42µm
Active Area 2.67 mm x 2.67 mm
Chip Size including Pads 5.5 mm x 5.3 mm
Supply Voltage 3.3 V
Overall Power Consumption of Chip 132 mW
ADC Resolution 12 bit
Input-Referred Noise (static) 13µVrms
Input-Referred Noise (dynamic) 26µVrms
Input Signal Range 100µVpp - 2mVpp
Minimum Amplification 55 dB
Minimum Frame Rate (4096 electrodes) 8 kHz
Maximum Frame Rate (64 electrodes) 125 kHz
Total Data Throughput in Full Mode 500 Mbit/s
makes it easier to detect them with a sampling rate of 8 - 10 kHz. After
having successfully measured biological relevant signals from cardiomy-
ocytes, we will move on to the measurement of neuronal cells. A per-
fect validation would be performed only if we matched the extracellular
recordings from our system with intracellular measurements. However,
this is not currently feasible and therefore we will need to rely on the
experience from state-of-the-art MEA measurements (i.e. in terms of
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signal shape, spike / burst durations, etc.) and correlations between
standard fluorescent imaging methods and electrophysiological activity
of cultures under test. Furthermore, we will apply a neuroactive drug,
cyclothiazide (CTZ), that has a known impact on activity of neuronal
cultures.
2.4.1 Reference Culture on Passive High-Density MEAs
Large-scale MEA systems with metallic electrode densities of over 500
electrodes/mm2, as we implemented in our MEA system, have not been
reported yet in literature. The nature of the signals that we can poten-
tially get is unknown a priori. The reasons are twofold: (i) expected
signal contributions from one neuron to several electrodes and (ii) un-
known coupling effects from the cells and the heterogeneous surface of
the commercially fabricated APS-MEAs. We tried to take into account
the former reason by implementing passive high-density MEAs using
thin-film microfabrication technology. These MEAs were designed by
Luca Berdondini at the SAMLAB. The form factor of these MEAs was
designed to fit into the commercially available recording system from
Multichannelsystems in Reutlingen, Germany. Titanium and Platinum
were deposited on either a Pyrex c© or silicon substrate. Electrode diam-
eters were 22µm or 30µm, with separations of 10µm or 20µm between
electrodes, respectively [103]. An example of dissociated cortical neu-
rons from rat, plated on a passive high-density MEA is shown in figure
2.21. Signals, shapes, burst and spike duration of a spontaneous activity
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are similar to values obtained with conventional MEAs [112]. Spike du-
rations from 1 to 3 ms can be observed and burst lengths up to several
hundreds of milliseconds can occur. Typical spike shapes are seen on the
right of figure 2.21.
Figure 2.21 : Spontaneous neurophysiological signals from two channels of a passive high-density
MEA (electrode diameter 22µm, separation 10µm). The cells are from embryonic rat (E18) at an
age of 20 DIV [103].
2.4.2 Dissociated Cardiomyocytes Cultures
The biological protocol was developed at DIBE, Genova. The first step in
the validation process involves biological tests with cardiomyocytes cell
cultures. For this purpose, ventricular cardiomyocytes were obtained
from Sprague Dawley rats at embryonic day 14 - 15 (E14 - 15) and pro-
cessed as follows. Heart tissue fragments, once isolated and washed
in Ca2+ and Mg2+ free Hank’s balanced salt solution, were incubated
with 0.05 % Trypsin (E14 - 15) or 0.125 % (E18) at 37 ◦C and exposed at
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two or three cycles of enzymatic digestion. The supernatant containing
dispersed cardiac cells was removed after each cycle and placed into a
conical centrifuge tube with a solution of nutrient medium (5 % FCS,
1 mM L-Glutamine, 1 % Pen-Strepto, DMEM-F12). After the last cycle
of Trypsin, cells were mechanically separated in nutrient medium by re-
peated pipetting and centrifuged for 5-8 minutes at 1000 r/min. In order
to separate cardiac fibroblasts from ventricular cardiomyocytes, the cells
were pre-plated in a Petri dish, without any treatment of the adhesion
factor, with nutrient medium and stored for 1 h at 37 ◦C in a humidified
standard incubator. Finally, ventricular cardiomyocytes were collected,
centrifuged, diluted in DMEM-F12 medium, 4 %FBS, 2 %HS, 1 % Pen-
Strepto and plated onto the pre-coated (Laminin solution at 0.01 mg/ml
overnight) APS-MEAs. Three days later, the medium was replaced with
a serum-free medium composed by DMEM-F12 supplemented with 1 %
N2.
Cardiomyocytes cultures grown on APS-MEAs showed good viability
over the observed period of two weeks and their behavior was similar
to reference cultures simultaneously plated on standard MEA devices.
Even if the cells showed a spontaneously contractile behavior after about
48 hours in vitro, we used cultures at 4, 5 and 7 DIV in the experiments
in order to observe the propagation of large and clear electrophysiological
signals. An example of acquired full frame activity is illustrated in figure
2.22 by 2d- and 3d-plots captured at three distinct acquisition times.
Additionally, three electrode signals acquired at locations indicated on
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the 2d-plots of figure 2.22c are reported as amplitude-time graphs in
figure 2.22b. These results demonstrate how the high spatio-temporal
resolution of our system enables detailed observation of the cardiac pulse
propagating wave.
The functionality of the zoom mode is demonstrated by the results re-
ported in figure 2.23 where an area of 384 electrodes was addressed. In
this case, the temporal resolution is increased down to 18µs.
2.4.3 Dissociated Cortical Cultures
The biological protocol was developed at DIBE, Genova and at IN-
SERM, Bordeaux. The APS-MEA was coated with 100µl Poly-D-Lysine
(0.1 mg/ml) after sterilization in Ethanol (70 %) and incubated overnight
at 37◦C, 5 % CO2 and 100 % humidity. Poly-D-Lysine was removed and
50µl of Laminin (1 mg/ml) were added on the electrodes. Then, cere-
bral cortical pieces from fetal rats at E18 were incubated with 1.5 ml of
Trypsin for 25 minutes. Cortex pieces were dissociated by enzymatic
digestion. The Trypsin was removed, 10 ml of the nutrient medium
DMEM-P-Glutamax I was added and the solution of cells was cen-
trifuged at 1000 r/min. After removal of the media, the Trypsin was
neutralized by adding 100µl STI (Soybean Trypsin Inhibitor) with 3 ml
of DMEM-P-Glutamax I. The pieces were dissociated with a glass Pas-
teur pipette. 10 ml of DMEM-P-Glutamax was added again and the cells
were centrifuged for 5 minutes with 1000 r/min at room temperature.
500µl of Trypsin and 500µl of DMEM are added after having removed
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Figure 2.22 : Electrophysiological activity recordings of rat embryo cardiomyocytes at a frame
rate of 8 kHz. (a) Recording from the electrode at row 50, column 20 during 1.5 seconds. (b)
Time sequences from three different electrodes ((i) Electrode at row 39, column 12, (ii) Electrode
at row 30, column 20 and (iii) Electrode at row 22, column 28) are shown. The propagation
delay between the distant electrodes can be clearly seen. (c) 2d-representation from our acquisition
software at different time instants and showing the entire array (4096 electrodes). The amplitudes
are normalized on a gray-scale, ranging from the minimum value in black to the maximum value
in white. The solid circles on the three graphics correspond to three specific electrodes whose
signals are also shown on (b). The gray surrounding area indicates the region on the APS-MEA
that was covered with glue during packaging. (d) A 3d-representation of cardiac action potentials
propagating over the array.
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Figure 2.23 : (a) The highlighted subset of the array selects 384 electrodes used for an increased
temporal resolution acquisition. (b) Signal of one selected electrode (indicated in (a)) at a frame
rate of 55 kHz. (c) The enhanced temporal resolution in the zoom mode can be achieved by reducing
the number of addressed electrodes used for a fine analysis of the micro-scale propagation effects.
the supernatant. After 1 minute the Trypsin was again neutralized by
100µl STI. Then, 50µl DNAse was added with 10 ml DMEM, again
centrifuged for 5 minutes with 1000 r/min at room temperature and the
supernatant was removed. The cells were diluted in 2 ml of Neurobasal
Medium (NBM) supplemented with 2 % of B27, 1 % of Glutamax and
1 % of Antibiotic (Penicillin/Streptomycin). Thereafter, the cells were
counted using trypan blue and diluted to 2.5·106 cells/ml. The Laminin
was then removed from the APS-MEA and 100µl (≈ 250’000 cells) of
the cell suspension was dropped on the array surface. The preparations
were incubated with the supplemented NBM and changed twice a week.
Figure 2.24 shows a frame sequence of a burst of an acquisition from
a dissociated neuronal network. The cells are extracted from a rat at
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Figure 2.24 : Burst sequence of a dissociated cortical culture (from rat, E18) at 23 DIVs. Courtesy
of INSERM, Bordeaux.
Figure 2.25 : Single channel activity of the culture from figure 2.24 during 30 seconds. The
amplitude is referred to the output of the amplifiers (52 dB).
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embryonic day 18 (E18). The cell density was 2.5·106 cells/ml. An
example of individually extracted electrodes from the same preparation
is shown in figure 2.25.
2.4.4 Dissociated Hippocampal Cultures
Primary cultures were obtained from brain tissue of Sprague Dawley
rats at E18. Briefly, embryos were removed and dissected under sterile
conditions. Hippocampi were separated from cortex and dissociated by
enzymatic digestion in Trypsin 0.125 % - 20 min at 37◦C- and finally
triturated with a fire-polished Pasteur pipette. Dissociated neurons were
plated onto Poly-D-Lysine- and Laminin-coated APS-MEAs. In order to
optimize cell cultures’ growing several conditions of plating were tried.
To cover the whole area of 2.67 x 2.67mm2 drops of variable volumes of
cell suspension from 25 to 40µl were used in which cell concentration
was calculated between 250 - 600 cells/µl. One hour later, when cells
adhered to the substrate, 1 ml of medium was added in each device.
The cells were incubated with 1 % Glutamax, 2 % B-27 supplemented
Neurobasal Medium (Invitrogen), in a humidified atmosphere 5 % CO2,
95 % air at 37◦C. The 50 % of the medium was changed every week. No
antimitotic drug was used, because application of serum-free medium
limits the growth of non-neuronal cells, necessary for the development
of a healthy preparation.
Figure 2.26 shows a frame sequence of a burst of an acquisition from
a dissociated neuronal network. The cells are extracted from a rat at
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embryonic day 18 (E18). An example of individually extracted electrodes
from the same preparation is shown in figure 2.27.
Figure 2.26 : Burst sequence of a dissociated low-density hippocampal culture at 14 DIVs.
Courtesy of DIBE, Genova.
An alternative way to validate our system is the matching of the topol-
ogy of a neuronal network with its electrophysiological activity. The
electrodes that record activity are likely to be physically close to ac-
tive neurons. Therefore, a correlation between the physical structure of
the network (i.e. obtained by staining and imaging) and the recorded
activity should be apparent.
Figure 2.28 is an attempt of showing this correlation on a low density
(i.e. 8000 cells/25µl) hippocampal cell culture from rat (14 DIV). The
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Figure 2.27 : Single channel activity of the culture from figure 2.26 during 30 seconds. The
amplitude is referred to the output of the amplifiers (52 dB).
upper row corresponds to the fluorescent image where NeuN (neuronal
nuclei) was used to stain the nucleus of the neuronal cells. The lower
row of the figure shows an integrated activity metric for a 1 s interval
including a burst sequence. The metric was computed by using the
kurtosis [113], a higher order statistics that measures the peakedness
of the probability distribution of a random variable. As expected the
overlapped images in figure 2.28 indicate a considerable correspondence
of the two complementary representations. However, the correlation is
not maximal yet. This is due to a limited noise performance of the
acquisition system as well as not yet optimal cell culture conditions,
such as culture homogeneity, cell adhesion and cell density.
It is known that CTZ can induce eptileptic activity [114] in an in vitro
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Figure 2.28 : Overlap of an activity image computed from electrophysiological acquisitions (see
figure 2.26) and a fluorescent image (MAP and NEUN staining) of the culture [fluorescent images
and activity recording provided by DIBE, Genova]. The activity contours (bottom) match the
biological cells (top) to a great extent. The dimensions of the array are 2.67 mm x 2.67 mm.
network of hippocampal neurons. Thus, one further validation technique
of our platform is to record a reference activity and then induce an
increase in bursting activity by adding CTZ. The measured effect is
shown by comparing two raster plots before and after administration of
CTZ (figure 2.29). A raster plot is a map that shows all spike events of
all channels as a function of time.
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Figure 2.29 : Raster plot of hippocampal neuronal cells (DIV27) before (a) and after (b) admin-
istration of CTZ. Courtesy of DIBE, Genova.
2.5 Conclusion
The functional, electrical and biological performances of a new large-
scale high-resolution microelectrode array platform were demonstrated.
The system is based on concepts stemming from the image acquisition
and processing field. It consists of a CMOS-based APS circuit where the
light-sensitive elements were replaced by metallic electrodes. The size
of the electrodes (21µm x 21µm) and the distance between electrodes
(21µm) enable monitoring dissociated neuronal networks at both net-
work and cellular level. The platform can continuously record from 4096
electrodes at the time. Whole frame sampling rates at 8 kHz generate an
overall data rate of about 500 Mbit/s. One of the bottlenecks of such a
high number of electrodes is the processing time that has to be allocated
to analyze the data. Current systems only provide computer-based pro-
cessing. For a small number of electrodes (≈ 60 - 100) the performance
of a host computer might be sufficient for on-line or even real-time pro-
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cessing, however a speed-efficient analysis throughput is unrealistic for
several thousands of electrodes. Extensive hardware resources, such as
FPGA and RISC units, underline the strong emphasis to enable real-
time processing of the data.
The different blocks of the acquisition system were discussed: (i) the
APS-MEA that integrates the front-end electronics (i.e. switches, am-
plifier), (ii) the interface board including ADCs, FPGA and data multi-
plexer, (iii) the acquisition board on the host computer and (iv) the soft-
ware that controls the acquisition and allows off-line signal processing.
Furthermore, real-time signal processing was implemented in hardware
on the FPGA. In that sense, a low-order high-pass filter that processes all
4096 signals was designed in order to remove non-idealities of the APS-
MEA and in order to significantly enhance the signal quality. Further
techniques for real-time signal enhancement and concepts of hardware-
based real-time data analysis will be discussed in chapter 3 and 5.
The second dedicated hardware resource, the MIPS RISC image proces-
sor on the acquisition board, has not been used yet. The present work
focused on hardware-based implementation and therefore, we omitted a
detailed discussion of all potential applications of the image processor.
After the detailed discussion of all the architectural blocks, the perfor-
mance of the system was evaluated. Individual test structures of single
electrode elements allowed the testing of the electronics under static
and controlled conditions. Critical parameters, such as overall gain and
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system noise were measured and compared with expected (simulated)
values.
The final aim is to use the system under a wide range of experimental
conditions for investigating relations between local phenomena in electro-
genic cells. Such experiments can enable studies of propagation effects,
synaptic changes and network characteristics, but also overall dynamics
(e.g. firing rate, network bursting), information processing mechanisms
(i.e. population code) and network plasticity. Therefore, the system was
validated under biological conditions and a series of tests on dissociated
cultures of cardiomyocyte, hippocampal and cortical cells from rat were
performed. Additionally, a basic neuroactive compound (CTZ) was used
to induce chemical stimulation into the network.
In conclusion, the system showed adequate functional characteristics
with respect to noise, system bandwidth and processing speed enabling
continuous recordings of both local and global levels of activity of car-
diomyocyte, hippocampal and cortical cultures.
Contributions
To the best of our knowledge, the following contributions can be consid-
ered as original:
• Concept and specification of system blocks for a large-scale, high-
density microelectrode array acquisition platform including
– Architecture of new APS-MEA application specific integrated
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circuit
– Architecture of a scalable signal processing and acquisition hard-
ware
– Management of data (i.e. image-based protocol)
• Implementation and validation of a large-scale, high-density micro-
electrode array acquisition system for neurophysiological signals
Further potential research
• Deep submicron CMOS technologies enable the implementation of
more sophisticated circuitry, such as correlated double sampling or
chopper-based methods, to reduce more efficiently noise and drifts
in the electrode element. For constant electrode size and separation
more available silicon area will allow investigating different architec-
tural methods for the electrode element implementation in order to
enhance the electrical characteristics of the sensor (i.e. noise, offset,
etc.)
• Integration (i.e. on-chip) of analog-to-digital conversion and digital
signal processing units (i.e. filters) for enhancement and analysis of
the biological data
Chapter 3
Real-Time Signal Processing for
High-Density MEA Systems
I
n the previous chapter of this thesis we discussed a high-density APS-
MEA platform that records signals from 4096 electrodes. This high-
density CMOS-MEA system [115] produces data streams in the order of
several hundreds of Megabits. Real-time processing becomes mandatory
for convenient experimentation (i.e. on-line observation and selection of
important features) and for managing the substantial amount of data
generated in long-term recording sessions. The high level of integration
on the chip entails the need of pre-processing of the sensor output for
managing the noise, mismatches and other non-idealities (see chapter
2.2.5). The low SNR compromises the use of simple detection methods,
such as threshold-based spike detection. More advanced signal process-
ing techniques for signal enhancement and detection are available but
often lead to a significant increase in computational power. Brute force
processing of the data within a computer grid is always possible, how-
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ever is not an appropriate way to limit the complexity and usability
in a biological laboratory. Moreover, to fully exploit a high-resolution
methodology allowing multi-dimensional access to the network activity,
ranging from the whole network to the cellular/sub-cellular levels, it is
required to further develop signal processing methods in order to extract
the relevant signals (e.g. spikes and bursts) from the large amount of
acquired electrophysiological data.
An alternative solution to handle the data is the implementation of a
large part of the necessary operations in hardware. However, hardware-
based analysis tends to have limited flexibility for extensions to tasks
that it was not originally developed for. It is therefore a challenge to
overcome as many constraints as possible to allow a large set of potential
analysis methods. We need a concept that implements the conventional
analysis functions for MEA signal processing and that enables further
extension to new processing ideas for high-resolution MEA recordings.
In this chapter of the thesis we will demonstrate a flexible signal pro-
cessing framework. This framework allows conventional MEA signal
processing of a large number of electrodes by extending wavelet-based
analysis techniques for signal enhancement, spike detection and sorting
and, subsequently, by implementing a processing unit for the hardware
integration of these tasks (described in chapter 5). These concepts are
based on a channel-by-channel processing of each electrode. Wavelets
offer solutions to many potential problems in signal processing and es-
timation and obey a set of properties that lead to efficient algorithms
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implementable in both hardware and software. They have already been
used for several years in the field of neuroelectrophysiology. Spike detec-
tion and classification from (multi-)electrode systems in in vivo exper-
iments were implemented [87, 89, 116, 117]. Since the fundamental unit
of neuroelectrophysiology is a duration-limited action potential gener-
ated by an individual neuron, it is intuitive that wavelet signal theory
potentially performs better than Fourier-based signal processing where
the basis functions are made of infinite duration sinusoidal/cosinusoidal
signals. The best representation of a signal in a transformed domain,
i.e. compaction and decorrelation of the signal into a sparse set of coef-
ficients, can be obtained if we select a basis that consist of signals that
look as similar as possible to the signal to be transformed. A typical
shape of an action potential recorded by an extracellular technique was
shown in figure 1.5 of chapter 1. Many different wavelet systems that
were implemented in filter banks have been proposed [118,119]. In that
sense, Symlet5, Symlet7 and Biorthogonal5 are often the filters of choice
in the field of neurophysiological signals [108].
3.1 State-of-the-Art and Motivation
Low-density MEAs employ amplification and band-pass filtering blocks
to enhance the signal quality [54,55]. In these MEA systems simple ana-
logue pre-processing is usually sufficient to reject low frequency interfer-
ence as well as high frequency noise. However, CMOS-based high-density
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MEA circuits aim at integrating thousands of electrodes on a single chip
and therefore they can not benefit from relatively large allocated areas
for the implementation of typical high- and low-pass filtering blocks next
to each electrode. Furthermore, such high-density MEAs are also criti-
cal in terms of noise. Noise-optimized amplifiers close to the electrodes,
i.e. large transistor sizes and increased current consumptions, are better
for decreasing the noise, but these constraints are incompatible with the
high integration. A trade-off has to be defined at the circuit design level
requiring, in parallel, the use of sophisticated denoising techniques in
order to detect relevant biophysical information from low SNR signals.
Moreover, high-density MEAs use alternative circuit architectures and
biasing schemes to decouple DC signal components [61, 115]. These cir-
cuits can introduce additional mismatch, offset and drift components in
the output signal. Therefore, the lack of space and the need for sophisti-
cated detection techniques entail that the pre-processing has to be moved
from the analogue to the digital world and, hence, requires additional
computational resources to handle this task. As already mentioned in
chapter 1 signal processing methods in the field of microelectrode ar-
rays have been developed since the sixties [82, 120]. The fundamental
information of a neuronal network are spikes, or equivalently, action
potentials of neurons. Thus, each signal from an electrode is analysed
for spike events and various patterns and relationships, such as cross-
correlation, post-stimulus timing histogram, etc., between neurons are
then computed [94,121–123].
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Figure 3.1 : Flow chart of conventional analysis method for extracellular electrophysiological
signals acquired on MEAs.
One microelectrode can record from several neurons. Besides the de-
tection of spikes, it is therefore critical to discriminate between signals
of different neurons acquired at one electrode. This increases the num-
ber of neurons that can be monitored. Therefore, conventional methods
for extracting and sorting neuronal events from continuously recorded
MEA signals consist essentially in the identification of the intrinsic sig-
nal spikes and in clustering the events into groups. In this way, the
different neuronal contributions sensed at each electrode site and aris-
ing from the surrounding neuronal populations are identified and sepa-
rated [71,90,124,125]. A good review of the methods for spike detection
and sorting can be found in [83].
Different approaches exist to build spike detectors. For example, Obeid
[84] evaluated different types of threshold- , energy- and matched filter-
based spike detectors. Also for the sorting, several numerical tools were
reported [83, 126, 127] and many clustering algorithms presented [128].
PCA (principal component analysis) is the method of choice since many
years [91,129] and commercialized tools are available (e.g. Oﬄine Sorter
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from Plexon1). In general, the performances of these methods are af-
fected by the initial event detection step and the analysis is performed
off-line. In order to illustrate the conventional approach, here we consider
a prototypical analysis method composed by i) a differential threshold-
based spike detection [130] and ii) a spike classification based on PCA as
performed on the commercially available Oﬄine Sorter. The flow chart
of the analysis steps is reported in figure 3.1. We also point out that
PCA is very costly in terms of mathematical operations since it involves
the computation of cross-correlations and eigenvectors of many vectors
and large matrices, respectively [77].
The analysis of the raw data acquired on MEA systems featuring a small
number of read-out electrodes, is typically performed on a host computer
after external [131] or on-chip [58, 59, 132] analogue signal conditioning,
i.e. amplification, filtering and analogue-to-digital conversion. However,
analysis using methods described above (i.e. PCA) is a computationally
expensive task. Relatively low data rates from conventional MEAs allow
handling the data in real-time or on-line modes [133, 134]. To enhance
the system functionality, the integration of fundamental processing tasks
for neurophysiological applications, such as spike detection by threshold-
ing on FPGA [64] and the implementation of individual hardware-based
processing blocks for denoising, detection and compression of signals
from a low number of channels has been reported [66–68]. However, an
entire processing framework for large-scale (i.e. large number of elec-
1http://www.plexoninc.com
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trodes) and high-resolution MEA acquisition systems enabling on-line
or real-time analysis has not been proposed yet. Therefore, we will focus
on a wavelet-based signal processing framework that allows:
• Denoising low SNR signals
• Performing spike detection and spike sorting
• Implementing real-time functions conveniently in hardware
• Enabling spatially high-resolution (i.e. image) signal processing for
new feature extraction of electrogenic cell networks
3.2 Denoising
Donoho’s pioneering work [135] suggested that the wavelet transform
can be used for efficient denoising of finite-support signals. A sparse set
of relatively large wavelet coefficients can represent a large class of sig-
nals (see appendix A). Temporal noise is spread out to many but small
coefficients in the wavelet domain. For illustrative purposes, figure 3.2
compares the denoising results of an experimental high-density MEA
signal (cortical culture, DIV 23) from one electrode at a given low SNR
obtained by simple linear filtering and by denoising in the wavelet do-
main. A cut-off frequency at 2 kHz and a 30-order finite impulse response
filter (FIR) were used. The sampling rate of the signals is 7.7 kHz.
Donoho’s denoising algorithm includes following steps:
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• Compute orthogonal discrete wavelet transform (DWT) → ck, dk
• Soft- or hard thresholding of the wavelet coefficients
– Universal threshold:
τ = K · σ ·
√
2 · lnN (3.1)
σ is the standard deviation of the finest scale wavelet coefficients
[135], N is the number of samples and K ∈ [1, 2]; σ can be
robustly estimated for Gaussian white noise:
σ =
median(|dk|)
0.6745
(3.2)
where dk corresponds to the finest scale detail
– Soft-threshold
d˜k =
0 for |dk| < τsign(dk) · (|dk| − τ) for |dk| ≥ τ (3.3)
– Hard-threshold
d˜k =
0 for |dk| < τdk for |dk| ≥ τ (3.4)
• Compute corresponding inverse wavelet transform (IDWT) from ck
and d˜k
The method is schematically shown in figure 3.3 where, for denoising
applications, the block in the center implements the thresholding.
The classical denoising algorithm that was proposed by Donoho is based
on the orthogonal DWT. However, as seen in appendix A the orthogonal
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Figure 3.2 : Original burst signal from a cortical culture (DIV 23) measured at one electrode.
Wavelet-denoised signal according to Donoho’s method, averager of order 10 and low-pass filtered
signal (30th order).
Figure 3.3 : Generic processing chain for transform-based operations
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DWT is not shift-invariant. Hence, the denoising gives different perfor-
mances depending on the position (i.e. shift) of the spike. Donoho’s con-
cept was extended to shift-invariant redundant wavelet transforms [136].
Simulations illustrate the performance of both orthogonal DWT-based
and shift-invariant DWT (SIDWT)-based denoising applied to typical
models for extracellular MEA signals. A spike model from [44] was used
to get the ideal signal fideal, normalized to 1, and Gaussian white noise
N(0, σn) (figure 3.4a) was then added. The input SNR is defined as
SNRin = 20 · log10
(
1
3 · σn
)
(3.5)
The output root-mean-square-error
erms =
√√√√ 1
N
·
N∑
k=1
[
fˆout(k)− fideal
]2
(3.6)
between the original (i.e. simulated) and denoised signal fˆout was com-
puted. The output SNR is then defined as
SNRout = 20 · log10
(
1
3 · erms
)
(3.7)
It is computed for different input noise power and random shifts in time
(figure 3.4). Symlet5 is used as mother wavelet for the DWT.
The output SNR of the SIDWT is about 3 dB higher with respect to
the orthogonal DWT. The redundant representation of the signal in the
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Figure 3.4 : Denoising by thresholding in the wavelet domain using the shift-invariant DWT and
the orthogonal (classical) DWT. Symlet5 is used as the mother wavelet.
SIDWT space increases the performance of the denoising operation. This
improvement is obtained at the expense of a higher computational com-
plexity of the SIDWT. In the orthogonal DWT the noise is uncorrelated
between scales, however in the shift-invariant non-orthogonal case there
is redundancy, thus noise from different scales is also correlated to some
extent. Therefore, the universal threshold from equation 3.1 might even
be too conservative in the SIDWT case. A further optimisation of the
threshold τ depending on the application (i.e. signal waveform) can be
performed for both SIDWT and DWT.
Figure 3.5 evaluates the denoising performance of the Symlet3 and the
Symlet5 wavelets applied on a template spike obtained from the aver-
aging of spikes of the APS-MEA. Symlet5 performs slightly better than
the Symlet3. However, the filter order for Symlet5 is 10 whereas it is 6
for Symlet3. The lower order wavelet is obviously preferred for real-time
implementation.
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Figure 3.5 : Spike template (averaged) from a APS-MEA single electrode measurement from a
dissociated cortical culture from rat (DIV 23) (a). Denoising performance of a simulated spike train
using the template from (a) with variable Gaussian white noise (b).
3.3 Spike Detection
A valuable alternative to the conventional processing of neurophysio-
logical signals is to perform spike detection [87, 89] and classification
[87, 92, 137, 137, 138] with algorithms based on the wavelet transform.
This enables efficient nonlinear detection methods [72,73,135]. Wavelet-
based detection is particularly well suited for low SNR signals [85, 88]
and it is closely related to the denoising discussed in the previous sec-
tion. Furthermore, wavelet-based detection can successfully approximate
optimal linear matched filters [70] without an a priori knowledge of tar-
get waveforms. The operator block in figure 3.3 can implement simple
thresholding as described in section 3.2 or more advanced nonlinear tech-
niques, such as combining wavelet coefficients from different scales [88].
The main difference with respect to denoising is that the inverse wavelet
transform is omitted since the occurrence of a spike can be determined
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in the wavelet domain.
The different scales of wavelet decomposition allow observing a signal
at different levels of details. Sharp edges in a signal will be represented
by higher coefficients at lower scales (i.e. higher resolution) whereas
smoother signal contributions are more likely to be found at higher scales
(i.e. lower resolution). This is in contrast to the Fourier transform of a
sharp transition where any time information is blurred due to the duality
of time and frequency. The advantage of the wavelet based detection is
that multiple thresholds can be introduced in order to allow the precise
selection of spikes according to their waveforms characteristics (see also
section 3.4).
A simple algorithm for wavelet-based spike detection includes following
steps:
• Compute wavelet transform
• Apply threshold τj (universal threshold according to equation 3.1,
empirical threshold or adaptive threshold [139]) to each scale
• Select the wavelet transform modulus maxima (WTMM)
• Merge information from all scales, e.g. consider only contiguous
regions across scales
• Determine spike time
The algorithm can be schematically seen on figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6 : Simple wavelet-based spike detection. Trefract is the time window from the beginning
to the end of the spike. Within this interval the algorithm does not detect any new spikes. A
threshold selects the wavelet coefficients from each scale and merges them to a contiguous region
Sm (bottom). The spike arrival time can be estimated in different ways.
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The first two steps in the algorithm are equivalent to the first steps of
denoising. The selection of the WTMM is new. In fact, Mallat [140]
showed that the local maxima of the absolute value of the wavelet trans-
form (WTMM) from high scales to low scales converge to the disconti-
nuities of the signal. The concept of the detector is to determine those
WTMMs. The next step in the algorithm is to process the WTMMs
in order to find the spike arrival time. One way is to take the time of
the maximum WTMM. Another method involves averaging of the loca-
tions of the WTMMs across scales [89]. Here, the first appearance of a
WTMM after a given refraction time Trefract will be attributed to a new
spike event (see figure 3.6).
As mentioned in section 3.2 and in the appendix, there are several kinds
of discrete wavelet transforms. They differ in shift-variance and com-
putational complexity. For the sake of real-time implementation, the
following four methods are compared in more detail:
• Thresholding in the time domain
• Orthogonal DWT
• Augmented DWT
• Shift-invariant DWT
The first method is widely used for simple and efficient detection in the
time domain. Assuming Gaussian noise models, thresholds from 3σn to
5σn are commonly used. σ
2
n corresponds to the noise power. The sec-
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ond method is Donoho’s classical denoising method using the orthogonal
DWT (figure 3.7a top). It is computationally highly efficient since its
complexity is O[N ]. The augmented DWT (figure 3.7a bottom) is simi-
lar to the orthogonal DWT except for the missing downsampling stage in
the detail branch. Its complexity is also O[N ], however it requires more
hardware resources than the DWT. The fourth method is the SIDWT.
Its complexity amounts to O[N · log(N)].
Figure 3.7 : Filter bank for orthogonal DWT (top) and augmented DWT (bottom) (a). Three
spike templates are used for the generation of a reference spike train (b).
A reference signal consisting of three different neuronal waveforms was
used (figure 3.7b). The simulated signal is based on a Poisson firing
model, a refraction time Trefract (i.e. recovering time of neuron) and a
white Gaussian noise process. The spike templates were taken from real
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acquisitions on in vitro cortical cultures and from simulated models [44].
The comparison of the different detectors is based on (i) false positives
(FP) and (ii) false negatives (FN) with respect to the simulated reference
signal. FP is defined as the number of spikes which were detected by the
algorithm but that are not present in the reference train. FNs represent
the number of spikes which were missed by the detectors. FP and FN
are reported as a function of SNR in figure 3.8. The SNR is defined as
the ratio between the maximum spike amplitude (normalized to 1) and
three times the standard deviation of the noise (see equation 3.5).
Figure 3.8 : Performance of spike detectors: based on time domain threshold, on orthogonal
DWT, on augmented DWT and on shift-invariant DWT. The false positive curves (a) and the false
negative curves (b) are shown.
The graphs show that for low SNR the SIDWT-based detector performs
better with respect to FPs and FNs than the conventional threshold
based spike detector. The shift-invariance and the compaction property
of the wavelet transform enables a good overall performance. The fast
DWTs (i.e. orthogonal and augmented) do hardly detect any false spikes
(i.e. low FP), however they also miss many events that were present
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in the reference train (i.e. high FN). The shift-variance compromises
the detection performance with respect to the shift-invariant DWT. In
general, the thresholds for the wavelet coefficients seem to be too con-
servative and they can be optimized with respect to the given nature
of the spikes. The FP is lower for all wavelet-based detectors since the
combination of several criterions at different scales reduces the risk to
detect false spikes.
The wavelet transform can also be interpreted as a nearly matched filter
or correlator for a large class of signals [141,142]. Intuitively, one expects
the wavelet transform to perform better in high noise environments than
simple time domain based threshold detectors. In fact, the SIDWT
outperforms the conventional threshold method for very high noise levels,
as one can see in figure 3.8, but at the cost of higher computational
complexity. Hence, the DWT-based detectors are not necessarily better
than the threshold detector (see FN graph in figure 3.8b). The real
advantage of the DWTs appears when including spike sorting. This is
the topic of discussion in the following section.
3.4 Spike Sorting
Wavelet-based sorting and classification methods using both redundant
and non-redundant DWT systems were already proposed [87, 92, 137,
138]. The non-redundant DWT uses orthogonal basis signals [143] and
is particularly adequate for data compression. However, it is less appro-
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priate for feature extraction because it is shift-variant. As can be seen
in the appendix shift-invariance can be restored with overcomplete or
redundant representations, e.g. non-decimated discrete wavelet trans-
forms [143, 144]. Several authors [92, 137, 138] presented spike sorting
methods based on non-redundant orthogonal DWT or on wavelet pack-
ets [87] avoiding the shift-variance problem by centering all detected
spikes within an analysis window. However, for highly integrated MEAs,
this approach is not practical for real-time implementation because of its
prohibitive memory requirements for the storage of the signal samples
of each channel in a window around the spike.
In general, it is essential to extract characteristic features from the spike
form in order to classify them. A widely used technique is classification
based on the first three principal components of a PCA. The approach
we chose here is based on an alternative representation of the DWT.
The energy-zero-crossing method (EZC) was proposed by Mallat [145]
and presented as an adaptive sampling of the DWT in order to reduce
shift-variance by reconstructing a signal based on its zero-crossings. The
idea is graphically shown in figure 3.9. The DWT approximates the
underlying continuous wavelet transform (CWT) of a signal. This is
similar to the FFT that approximates the Fourier transform. A detailed
discussion of the relationship between a DWT and the CWT can be
found in [146]. The EZC method determines first the zero-crossings of
the DWT. Subsequently, the signed energy between two zero-crossings is
computed based on the samples of the DWT and then normalized by the
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distance between the two zero-crossings. The resulting linear piecewise
function (figure 3.9, shaded area) is more robust and near shift-invariant.
It is thereafter used to compute a classification metric fj,k at each scale
j and for each spike m.
A critically sampled DWT, such as the orthogonal DWT, gives an EZC
representation that is still shift-variant (figure 3.9b). However, the over-
sampled (i.e. augmented) DWT leads to an EZC representation that
is more stable with respect to translations (figure 3.9c, d) and remains
computationally very efficient.
Figure 3.9 : The underlying continuous wavelet transform (CWT) of a signal is shown with the
dashed line. The DWT approximates the CWT, however it is not shift-invariant. The energy-
zero-crossings (EZC) is an alternative sampled representation of the DWT (a). The EZC is still
shift-variant (b). An EZC of the augmented DWT is shown in (c). The EZC of the shifted DWT
is less shift-variant (d).
The spike sorting algorithm based on EZCs involves following steps:
• Compute DWT and keep the detail coefficients dk
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• Locate spike m (see section 3.3)
• Determine Kj zero-crossings in a window W around spike m and for
all scales j → ZCj,k for k ∈ [1, Kk]
• Compute energy Ej,k between zero-crossings ZCj,k and ZCj,k+1
• Normalize EZCj,k = Ej,kZCj,k+1−ZCj,k
• Compute metric fi(m) for spike m at scale j using all EZCj,k of that
spike
• Cluster fj(m) for the most important scales
We defined the following metric fj:
vj(m) = a+ i · b
a =
∑
k EZCj,k for ∀ k with EZCj,k ≥ 0
b =
∑
k EZCj,k for ∀ k with EZCj,k < 0
(3.8)
fj(m) = |vj(m)| (3.9)
A block diagram of the real-time spike sorting algorithm is shown in
figure 3.10. The wavelet coefficients consisting of a set of augmented
detail coefficients {dj} and a set of approximation coefficients {cj} are
obtained at each significant scale. In a next step, the spikes are detected
using a thresholding process on the DWT. The threshold is computed
according to Donoho’s estimator during an initialization phase. Spike
m is detected when there is a contiguous region S(m) of coefficients,
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merged from all scales, that exceed the threshold (see section 3.3). The
wavelet coefficients within each region S(m) are used to estimate the
zero-crossings of the wavelet transform. Furthermore, the energy be-
tween two subsequent zero-crossings needs to be estimated. The EZCs
from the significant scales within S(m) are used to build a discriminant
measure fj(m) for spike m and scale j, such that it can be employed for
spike clustering. A simple measure fj is the absolute value of the com-
plex number consisting of the sum of all positive EZCs within S(m) for
the real part and of the sum of all negative EZCs within S(m) for the
imaginary part (equations 3.8 and 3.9). It can be seen from figure 3.10
that only a small set of simple operations (i.e. additions, multiplications
and thresholding) are required to perform all necessary computations
involved in successful neuronal spike detection and sorting.
The issue of shift-variance for feature extraction, and thus for spike sort-
ing and classification, is illustrated in figure 3.11. In a series of runs an
arbitrarily delayed spike of one type from figure 3.7b in a time window
of 50 ms was generated. For each run an orthogonal 8-scale DWT was
performed and a feature measure fj based on EZC was computed using
the detail coefficients dj at each scale. The significant scales correspond
to the time resolutions at which the signal characteristics were expected
to appear. The discrimination measures of the three most significant
scales (scales 5, 6 and 7 in this example) were plotted in a 3d-graph for
150 runs. It can be observed that the three different types of spikes do
not generate well separated clusters for the non-redundant DWT and
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Figure 3.10 : Real-time spike sorting algorithm
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therefore efficient spike sorting becomes difficult (figure 3.11a). The
shift-variance of the DWT produces significant overlapping of the three
classes of spikes. Figure 3.11b shows the clustering of the same signals
based on an augmented (redundant) DWT where subsampling by 2 of
the detailed coefficient after each level decomposition was omitted (see
appendix). The redundant DWT clearly shows an improved clustering.
Figure 3.11 : 3d-plots of the discrimination measures of the three most significant scales (a,b).
The measures are based on EZCs and computed by the orthogonal non-redundant DWT (a) and
by the redundant DWT (b).
Figure 3.12a and b show the clustering effect of the wavelet-based algo-
rithm for a model spike train containing the three different spike forms
at different SNRs (9 x type 1, 16 x type 2 and 4 x type 3). For illustrative
purposes the standard PCA-based method (described in figure 3.1) was
also applied to the signal and the resulting clustering can be compared
on the same figure.
Two cases for SNRs of 4.4 dB and -1.6 dB, respectively, are shown in
figure 3.12. The PCA-based method discriminates three families for
the spikes that were detected (figure 3.12d). The first three principal
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Figure 3.12 : Clustering for spike sorting under different SNRs. The wavelet-based algorithm
separates the spike forms for a SNR of 4.4 dB (a). The same signals with the same SNR are applied
to the PCA-based sorting algorithm (b). The wavelet-based algorithm cannot discriminate spikes
of type 2 and 3 anymore for a SNR of -1.6 dB, however it still detects all spikes (c). For the same
SNR the PCA-based method still separates the spikes, however the simple threshold spike detector
does not detect all spikes (d).
components carry the most relevant characteristics of the three spike
types and thus they produce well separated clusters for the waveforms
of figure 3.7b and d. However, a lot of events do not appear in the cluster
plot because the low SNR compromises the spike detector in the time
domain.
For the lower SNR in this example, the clusters for wave types 2 and 3
are not separable anymore with the wavelet-based method. This is due
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to both a low SNR and a not yet optimal discriminant measure fj(m)
that has moderate clustering properties for similar waveforms. However
in general, it can be seen that the wavelet-based method enables good
clustering that is essential for the sorting of different spike families. This
demonstrates that simple wavelet-based sorting, as proposed here for
real-time implementation, is a good alternative to the computationally
expensive PCA-method.
Finally, the algorithm was applied on recorded data from the APS-MEA.
The output signals from the high-density APS-MEA suffer from drifts,
coupling and noise. A calibration circuit was included to compensate for
drifts (see chapter 2.2.2). Denoising is handled by methods presented
in section 3.2. However, digital coupling and compensation also intro-
duce artefacts on the channels. Examples of the signal types that were
observed on APS-MEA recordings are shown in figure 3.13a. Type 1 cor-
responds to a transient due to a calibration step and type 3 consists of a
signal that was observed on electrodes which were not optimally opera-
tional (i.e. due to fabrication tolerance and interface effects). Type 2 is
a typical spike recorded from a cortical culture. Figure 3.13b shows the
cluster plot that was applied to arbitrarily shifted versions of the signals
from figure 3.13a. The clustering was achieved with the fast augmented
DWT.
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Figure 3.13 : Three recorded signal types from the APS-MEA (a). Spike clustering of the three
types using the fast augmented DWT (b).
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we discussed the different signal processing steps that are
necessary to extract the important signals from the raw recordings of the
APS-MEA system. We showed that all steps, such as denoising, spike
detection and spike sorting, can be achieved with a unified wavelet-based
framework. This framework is particularly well suited to implementation
in hardware. We believe that signal processing in hardware is a critical
step towards an efficient data handling and signal analysis of recordings
from high-density MEA systems.
Since the high-density MEA platform is limited in terms of integration
area and power per electrode, the system is intrinsically noisier than
conventional low-density MEA systems. The denoising performance of
the shift-invariant discrete wavelet transform is better than the one of
the fast (orthogonal) transform, however at the cost of increasing the
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computational complexity from O(N) to O(N · logN). It is therefore
appropriate to use the fast DWT for real-time or on-line denoising im-
plementation and the SIDWT for off-line processing.
Spike detection can also be done in the wavelet domain. A critical draw-
back of the currently implemented simple spike detector is the lack of
discrimination of overlapping spikes or closely firing neurons. The user-
defined refractory period Trefract in our algorithm disables any capacity
to detect spikes that are closer than this minimum value. In general,
the SIDWT turned out to be more efficient than the conventional time
domain thresholding for very low SNR signals. The fast orthogonal
DWT using Donoho’s universal threshold is more conservative than the
SIDWT or time threshold method. The wavelet coefficient threshold can
be optimized with respect to the nature of the signal, however a conven-
tional time domain thresholding seems still a good alternative for simple
open-loop operation of the system.
A major advantage of the wavelet-based signal analysis besides denoising
is its spike sorting capacity. The fast DWT is not optimal for sorting
due to its shift-variance. Hence, we introduced a simple adaptive resam-
pling of the wavelet transform using EZC as well as an augmented fast
DWT to enable a near shift-invariant method for wavelet based spike
sorting. The algorithm turned out to be efficient for both spike sorting
and discrimination of unwanted interferers. However, the discriminant
measure fj is very critical to identify individual clusters. Here, we in-
troduced a simple operator (equations 3.8 and 3.9) that, in turn, clearly
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limits the discrimination for waveforms that have similar absolute energy
distributions at the same scales.
Contributions
To the best of our knowledge, the following contributions can be consid-
ered as original:
• Elaboration of a wavelet-based framework for denoising, spike de-
tection and spike sorting of in vitro neurophysiological signals
• Elaboration, implementation and comparison of DWT-based real-
time spike detectors
• Proposition and investigation of a fast feature extraction algorithm
for spike sorting using energy-zero-crossings and an augmented DWT
Further potential research
• Computational efficiency of the wavelet transform is based on Mal-
lat’s algorithm [147]. Although it is already very fast, i.e. with
a complexity of O(N), significant computational savings can be
achieved using FFT-based algorithms [148] or fast running FIR algo-
rithms [149] for the computation of wavelet coefficients in a real-time
environment
• Optimization of denoising, spike detection and classification using
adaptive wavelet bases and wavelet packets [150]
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• Investigation of complex dual-tree wavelets for shift-invariance [151]
Chapter 4
Image-Based Signal Processing
I
n the previous chapter we showed how the discrete wavelet transform
can be used to enable real-time processing of large-scale and high-
density MEA recordings. The methodology was based on a channel-by-
channel analysis, i.e. each electrode was processed independently of its
neighbourhood. With electrodes separations in the order of several hun-
dred of micrometers, MEAs are unlikely to measure same neurons on
different recording sites. With the downscaling of electrode separations
signal contributions from individual neurons or local group of neurons
are likely to occur on multiple adjacent electrodes. In particular, locally
generated field potentials can be captured by several electrodes. Also, a
single neuron might be coupled to several adjacent electrodes. Thus, sig-
nal sources can be measured on different electrodes. As a consequence,
the recorded channels are spatially correlated and contain a certain de-
gree of redundancy. Spatial correlation between multiple electrodes has
already been shown and exploited in in vivo experiments using tetrodes
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and microelectrodes [152], however it has not been investigated in in
vitro neuronal cultures mainly due to the lack of high-resolution devices.
Correlation in neuronal networks has to be clearly defined since two dif-
ferent types of correlation are encountered in multielectrode recordings:
(i) intrinsic neuronal correlation (dependence) between firing patterns of
neurons with an underlying physiological meaning [15,96] and (ii) signal
correlation where one or several signal sources are measured on multiple
recording sites. Neuronal correlation is subject to detailed investigation,
ranging from research activities on cultured retinas [37] to in vivo studies
of neuronal interactions [15]. Signal correlation is a general method of
array signal processing and statistical signal processing and enables ap-
plications in fields, such as radars, seismology and communications [78].
In array signal processing multiple sensors capture the signal of waves
propagating in space [153]. The fusion of spatio-temporal information
from different locations (i.e. array of sensors) enables to enhance the de-
tection of the propagating signal and allows tracking of involved sources.
It is also referred to as spatial filtering or beamforming since in its orig-
inal form linear filter theory was applied to a set of sensors [154] to
improve the sensitivity of the system with respect to a precise spatial
direction. A review of array signal processing can be found in [78]. Rao
introduced wavelets for nonstationary signals in multisensory signal es-
timation [72]. Discrimination and classification of neural activity using
multisensory recordings has been explored for many years [71, 155,156].
An array denoising technique applied in the wavelet domain for neuro-
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electric data from in vivo electrodes was proposed by Oweiss [73]. In
general, all those techniques can be applied to our high-density MEAs,
however these algorithms are computationally very expensive and hence,
they are not very practical for real-time/on-line use in our system.
The ultimate high-resolution of the APS-MEA system with respect to
the electrophysiological activity of a neuronal network naturally led to an
imaged-based data acquisition and representation where each electrode
is interpreted as a pixel of an image. It is therefore obvious to look
for interesting concepts in the image/video field that could be applied
for processing and analysis of neuroelectric data. In particular, signal
enhancement techniques can potentially benefit from image-based meth-
ods. For instance, feature- and content based interpretations of images
allow increasing SNRs [157]. Moreover, alternative biological character-
isation of networks might be enabled through image/video processing as
well.
In that sense, wavelets are widely used in image processing for (i) de-
noising and compression [139,158], (ii) edge and contour detection [140],
(iii) feature extraction [159] and texture characterisation [160]. Spatial
correlation of ”real-world” images is expressed by correlation of adjacent
scales in the wavelet transform [161]. The inherent multiresolution con-
cept of wavelets [143] can even potentially enable a cellular-to-network
characterisation of electrophysiological activity.
The objective of this chapter is to explore potential new concepts that
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arise from the high spatial information of the large-scale, high-resolution
MEA acquisition system. The discussion is limited to a signal processing
point of view. Any relevance of high-resolution information with respect
to underlying biological processes is not addressed in this work. Section
1 briefly describes the signal model that was used. Section 2 addressed
redundancy and spatial correlation from biological signals measured with
the high-resolution MEA system. Section 3 discusses denoising includ-
ing additional spatial information and section 4 gives an outlook on a
potential multiresolution characterisation of biological data acquired at
a large scale and with high resolution.
4.1 Signal Model
Models of physical phenomena are fundamental to a qualitative and
quantitative understanding of the involved underlying processes. They
are also critical for evaluating the extraction of important system param-
eters or characteristics by computer based tools. In the one-dimensional
signal processing case, as discussed in chapter 3, it was appropriate to
use state-of-the-art firing models [109] and signals [44] for the evalua-
tion of the channel-based algorithms. However, these models need to
be appropriately coupled to a large-scale high-resolution array. Hence,
signal processing and high-resolution monitoring of large neuronal net-
works with thousands of cells has also to be assessed with an appropriate
reference data model.
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NEURON [162] is a powerful simulator that is well adapted to small net-
work of neurons. However, it uses a detailed Hodgkin-Huxley cell model
and therefore, it is not meant to efficiently simulate large neuronal net-
works coupled to high-resolution MEAs. In this regard, Andre´ Garenne,
at the INSERM Bordeaux, developed a simulator for large-scale, high-
resolution MEA signals [163].
The simulator is based on a cell model from Izhikevich [164–166] and
approximates the Hodgkin-Huxley model with only a few parameters.
dv
dt
= 0.04v2 + 5v + 140− u+ I (4.1)
du
dt
= a(bv − u) (4.2)
if v ≥ 30 mV then
v ← cu← u+ d (4.3)
v represents the membrane potential of the neuron and u represents
a membrane recovery variable with a negative feedback to v. u also
accounts for the activation and inactivation of K+- and Na+- channels,
respectively. I corresponds to synaptic or DC - injected currents. a, b, c
and d are equation parameters that allow to implement many different
cell types connected by axons and synapses (Izhikevich, 2003). The
synapses are simulated with a standard conductance model [29,109,167].
An additional parameter introduced in the modelling is the cell - to -
electrode coupling. The extracellular current from a cell and recorded
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by an electrode was approximated by the first derivative of the cell’s
membrane potential [168]. Furthermore, the total incident current on
one electrode is modelled as the sum of the currents of all cells coupled
to a single electrode. Finally, the neuronal network is statistically built
by using following (non-exhaustive) list of parameters:
• Cell types, i.e. parameters a, b, c and d of the Izhikevich model for
different neuron types [164] average cell body radius.
• Distribution of cells, i.e. deterministic or statistical geometry (e.g.
grid, sphere, etc.)
• Synapse type, i.e. includes characteristics such as plasticity rules,
axonal conductance speed, synapse delay, synaptic weight, reverse
potential, connectivity, etc.
This simulator that is named INNS (Izhikevich Neural Network Simu-
lator) was kindly provided by Andre´ Garenne, INSERM. Quantitative
evaluations of specific image-based algorithms in this chapter were per-
formed by a reference data set that was obtained from the INNS.
4.2 Redundancy of APS-MEA Signals
Do high-resolution MEA signals carry redundant information that can
be used to increase the overall signal quality and the discrimination of
overlapping sources (i.e. neurons)?
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With electrode sizes of 21µm x 21µm and electrode separations of 21µm,
the high-resolution MEA platform converges to the dimensions of neuron
somas. Figure 4.1 illustrates the scale of the neurons and the recording
electrodes. It seems obvious that in such a configuration a neuron can
contribute signal components to several electrodes and, vice versa, indi-
vidual electrodes can record from several neurons. Inherently, one would
expect a substantial amount of redundant information between different
adjacent electrodes.
Figure 4.1 : Scanning electron microscope (SEM) photograph of a dissociated neuronal cell
culture with underlying dummy electrodes featuring the size of the APS-MEA. Courtesy of Luca
Berdondini, Samlab.
In order to answer above question one needs to refer to multivariate
signal processing. Multivariate statistics and array signal processing ex-
tract additional information from multiple recording sites in order to
improve the signal quality and/or to identify individual signal sources.
Concepts that were initially used in speech processing and communi-
cations are now widely employed in computational neuroscience, such
as for enhancement of signals from electroencephalography (EEG) or
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for identification of independent brain regions in functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI). Mathematical techniques include PCA and
independent component analysis (ICA) [77]. The methods were both
applied to simulated [79] and in vivo [36] multielectrode recordings to
separate different neurons from overlapping action potentials [169]. PCA
removes co-variance between multiple channels. ICA minimizes mutual
information in the signals. Since independence is a stronger statistical
property than co-variance or correlation, true redundancy reduction is
achieved by ICA whereas PCA removes it only partially.
Figure 4.2 : Scatter plot of the eight adjacent electrodes of electrode (51,44) (experiment with
dissociated cortical cultures from rat). The different degrees of correlation can be seen. An uncor-
related electrode pair converges to a rectangular cloud, i.e. the electrode (50,45) (top right), (52,43)
(bottom left) and (52,45) (bottom right) are only little correlated with the center electrode. A high
correlation is expressed by a stretched elliptical shape of the cloud. The correlation is shown for
a time window of 130 ms during the occurrence of a burst. The x-axis in each plot relates to the
central electrode, the y-axis is the corresponding adjacent electrode.
A qualitatively simple way to demonstrate that measurements performed
with the high-resolution MEA system carry redundant information is to
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plot the signals from one electrode with respect to its neighbours. Figure
4.2 shows a typical example of an acquisition from a cortical culture
performed at INSERM, Bordeaux. Correlations between the x- and the
y-axis can be clearly seen since most clusters have specific directions of
minimum and maximum variance. Such spatial redundancy is necessary
if one wants to perform spatial denoising.
4.3 Spatio-Temporal Denoising
4.3.1 Context
In recent years many methods for image denoising were developed. An
exhaustive review can be found in [170]. Most algorithms were designed
to perform well for specific type of images, i.e. ”real-world” images
or medical images [142]. However the type of images from high-density
MEAs is new and therefore, it has never been subject to an investigation
with respect to potentially applicable algorithms. Here, I will focus on
basic denoising methods involving the wavelet transform. The wavelet
framework has been adopted in this work for several reasons, i.e. ease
of real-time implementation and as a ”general purpose” tool for signal
enhancement, spike detection and spike classification for high-density
MEA recordings (see chapter 3).
Section 4.2 outlines that spatial redundancy exists in the recordings of
the high-density MEA. However, it is not clear yet how this redundant
information can be used to increase the signal quality. In the previous
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section it was also mentioned that PCA/ICA reduces redundancy in mul-
tivariate signals. Redundancy reduction is equivalent to decorrelation of
a signal. Moreover, decorrelation is also referred to as whitening [77]
and reduces the autocorrelation of a signal, or equivalently, maps the
resulting signal closer to white noise. In that sense, any transform that
reduces the autocorrelation of the transformed signal can be used for
redundancy reduction (i.e. Karhunen-Loe`ve Transform, Discrete Cosine
Transform, etc.). In particular, the wavelet transform also decorrelates
signals, hence a spatial (2d) wavelet transform on the data from APS-
MEA recordings is expected to perform a decorrelation in space. When
denoising in the spatial domain first and followed by one in the temporal
dimension, a denoised signal of higher quality compared to a temporal
denoising of each electrode independently should be obtained.
4.3.2 Comparison of Multidimensional Denoising
Multidimensional wavelet-based denoising was originally developed for
images [171]. Many algorithms were proposed in order to take into ac-
count the intrinsic spatial correlation of natural images [157, 161, 172].
Recently, wavelet domain denoising was also introduced in video technol-
ogy [173–175] and 3d-imaging [174,176]. In most of the cases the wavelet
threshold selection is crucial for the performance of the wavelet-based de-
noising. Hence, several thresholding methods were proposed [135, 177],
i.e. spatially adaptive thresholds [139], in order to improve the denoising
of images.
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Three simple methods will be compared in the following (figure 4.3):
• DWT : Orthogonal 1d-DWT denoising, channel-by-channel as dis-
cussed in section 3.2
• PCA-DWT: A hybrid PCA-Orthogonal DWT-based denoising, PCA
spatial decorrelation followed by a channel - by - channel time denois-
ing
• (2d+t)-DWT: Multidimensional WT-based denoising, each frame
with 2d-SIDWT and then the resulting frame sequence in time
Method 1 corresponds to the conventional 1d-denoising that was dis-
cussed in section 3.2 and serves as reference method. Method 2 decorre-
lates each individual frame using the PCA method [77]. The new frame
sequence is then denoised with the 1d-denoising as in method 1. Finally,
method 3 is based on two independent wavelet transforms, where denois-
ing takes place in the spatial domain first and then in the time domain.
For the spatial wavelet transform a shift-invariant DWT (SIDWT) sim-
ilar to the one described in section 3.2 was preferred. Otherwise, the
orthogonality of the DWT would significantly introduce block artefacts
when reconstructing the data from the thresholded coefficients.
For a first test sequence to compare the three methods one needs simple
geometric objects with high spatial correlation. Therefore, a frame se-
quence (i.e. 1024 frames) with two moving rectangles was chosen (figure
4.4b). We assumed a white Gaussian noise process with different vari-
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Figure 4.3 : Orthogonal 1d DWT- (a) , PCA-DWT- (b), and (2d+t)-DWT-denoising (c).
ances to alter the input SNR. The output SNR was then computed as
follows:
SNRout =
∑T
t=0
∑M−1
x=0
∑N−1
y=0 fˆ(x, y, t)
2∑T
t=0
∑M−1
x=0
∑N−1
y=0
[
fˆ(x, y, t)− f(x, y, t)
]2 (4.4)
where the size of a frame is M x N, T is the number of frames in the
sequence, fˆ(x, y, t) are the denoised output frames and f(x, y, t) are the
original frames.
The output of the 2d-wavelet transform consists in three detail compo-
nents, i.e. the horizontal H, vertical V and diagonal D (see appendix)
details. Therefore, three different thresholds were defined from the finest
scale of each detail. The wavelet coefficient threshold was fixed to
3 · σn,H/V/D, where σn,H,V,D is similar to the one-dimensional case (equa-
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tion 3.1) for each finest detail H1, V1 and D1. 3 · σn,H/v/D was chosen in
order to be less conservative than Donoho’s universal threshold, which
overly smoothes images for high number of samples, i.e. image size M x N
(64x64).
In all experiments the Haar wavelet was used for the spatial WT and
Symlet3 was used for the temporal WT.
Figure 4.4 : Denoising performances of the three methods for a synthetic ’Moving Rectangle’
frame sequence (a). Excerpt of five equidistant frames with moving objects (b).
The results from figure 4.4 show that the (2d+t)-DWT performs better
than the two other methods. The degradation of the PCA-DWT method
with respect to the DWT method at high SNRs is due to the fact that
spatial correlation inherently exists in each frame. The temporal change
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(i.e. motion) includes only little information about the spatial relation-
ship of the objects. Therefore, decorrelation that is based on temporal
relationships between channels, as in the PCA case, is not adequate for
moving well defined geometrical objects. How are the three methods
performing for modelled neurophysiological signals?
Figure 4.5 : Denoising performances of the three methods for a simulated burst sequence coupled
to an APS-MEA. The INNS was used to generate the reference data.
One can see from the results shown in figure 4.5a that the PCA-DWT
method gives the best denoising performances of the three tested meth-
ods for simulated APS-MEA data. For this type of signals the spatial
decorrelation of method 3 degrades the overall denoising performance
with respect to the other two methods. This is due to the specific type
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of signals. By looking at figure 4.5b we notice that the simulated burst
on the APS-MEA appears locally very much like noise when each frame
is considered separately (or independently) of the other frames. It is
obvious that noise like frames, i.e. without any clear structure, can not
be further spatially decorrelated. Contrary to the PCA case, 2d-wavelet-
based spatial denoising relies on the signal statistics from only one frame,
without using the temporal dimension, whereas the PCA-based method
takes into account time information to decorrelate in space. This implies
that for simulated neurophysiological bursts one can not really benefit
from the additional high spatial resolution by only considering the two
spatial dimensions independently of the time domain. The denoising
performance for measured neurophysiological signals is expected to be
somewhere between the case of moving rectangles and the one of large
network burst. It will be necessary to look at the more general non-
separable 3d-wavelets [174] in order to enable multidimensional decorre-
lation.
4.3.3 Discussion
1d-DWT does not have as good performance as the PCA-DWT method
for neurophysiological signals from high-resolution MEAs. However,
due to the significantly lower computational complexity, it remains the
method of choice for on-line or real-time processing, whereas the PCA-
DWT method is rather adapted to oﬄine processing. It has been demon-
strated that high-resolution of electrodes does not lead to an improve-
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ment in signal quality when using the decorrelation property of the fast
discrete wavelet transform applied to the spatial and temporal dimen-
sions independently. Simulated bursts obtained by the INNS do not
show any significant spatial correlation at a single frame level as oppo-
site to the moving rectangle example with its geometrically well defined
objects.
Figure 4.6 : Recorded burst from a cortical culture (INSERM, DIV23) (top). DWT-denoised sig-
nal where each channel was processed separately (middle). Spatial decorrelation by PCA, followed
by a channel-by-channel DWT denoising (bottom).
In that sense, separable 3d-filter banks (i.e. 2d + time) do not lead to
an improvement of the SNR of high-resolution MEA signals. Spatio-
temporally correlated patterns will have to be searched for with non-
separable wavelet kernels [178].
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Figure 4.6 gives an example of signals obtained by PCA-DWT filtering
and by DWT filtering only.
4.4 Multiscale Analysis - Global vs. Local Activity
The presented high-density MEA acquisition system with 4096 electrodes
on 7mm2 leads to a high-resolution activity representation of a large net-
work of neurons. Conventional low-resolution MEAs considers the activ-
ity as a set of point processes and the characterisation of the network dy-
namics is mainly done by extracting statistical information between pairs
of electrodes (i.e. cross-correlogramms, mutual information). Charac-
terisation of networks such as burst propagations [11, 102, 179–181] and
activity sources [182] can only be done at a very coarse spatial level.
Also, the dynamics of the network are difficult to catch in on-line or
real-time modes. For instance, burst statistics are computed over a set
of burst occurrences and are therefore only available after a long period
of experimentation.
The high-resolution performance of the MEA system allows recording the
details of activity propagations down to the cellular scale. On the other
hand, a large neuronal network can be monitored with the platform and
it might not be necessary to know the details at the cellular level. Both
high-resolution and large-scale features of the system enable analysis
at different level of details (i.e. zoom mode). The wavelet transform
inherently provides an appropriate tool to perform analysis at different
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resolutions. By applying each frame to a 2d-wavelet filter bank, the
signals at each scale give the amount of relevant information at the
corresponding level of detail. Fine spatial variations in the activity will
be enhanced at lower scale, whereas slow variations across the array will
be pointed out at higher scales. Such a spatial decomposition can be
performed by a 2d-filter bank that splits the input signal into four bands
at each level: (i) approximation, (ii) horizontal detail, (iii) vertical detail
and (iv) diagonal detail. Thereafter, the approximation can be fed to
the filter bank of the next level in order to further decompose the frame
at lower resolutions. The concept is equivalent to the one presented for
one-dimensional signals in chapter 3.
An illustrative example is shown in figure 4.7. The original 2d-signal
is displayed (left) together with its first five approximations of a shift-
invariant DWT (i.e. Haar wavelet). Each scale can be considered as an
average showing details at a given resolution.
Figure 4.7 : The original 2d-signal is shown on the left. The five following frames show, from left
to right, decreasing levels of details. For instance, scale 4 and 5 provide a sort of ”frame” averages
of the two original objects.
Applying this idea to high-density recordings one can obtain a multires-
olution representation [147] of a parameter of interest. Depending on
the interest of details one can choose the corresponding scale. Obvi-
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ously, all information from a higher scale can already be obtained from
a lower scale, however depending on the application one might only be
interested in a coarse quantification of the network and further details
only compromise the visualization. This spatial quantification can also
be considered as a sort of information compression where only the data
relevant to an experiment is retained. For instance, higher scales are
typically transmitted first in communication links [183]. At the receiver
end the image is reconstructed starting from higher scales and therefore
quickly provides a coarse view while refining the image little by little.
An illustrative view of such a multresolution representation is illustrated
in figure 4.8. Here, a simulated burst (see section 4.1) with is spatial
wavelet decomposition is depicted for different time instants.
Figure 4.8 : Simulated burst activity of a neuronal network on the APS-MEA (left). Activity is
shown in black. The four other frames correspond to the approximation of the wavelet decomposi-
tion at each level.
Chao introduced a global activity measure, the center of activity (CA) for
the visualization of activity and plasticity of dissociated cortical cultures
on conventional MEAs [184]. In an analogous manner, one can define a
center of gravity (CoG) on the acquired high-resolution frames in order to
characterize the instantaneous state of the activity of a neuronal network.
The trajectory of such a metric with respect to time allows quantifying
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the network dynamics at a required level of detail. The CoG is defined
as follows:
CoGj(~r0) =
∑N
i=1 ~ri · Vj(~ri)∑N
i=1 Vj(~ri)
(4.5)
Where ~r0 corresponds to the location of the CoG, ~ri is the vector to
the pixel i and Vj(~ri) is the activity level of the pixel i at scale j .
The function Vj(~ri) can be defined as any function that measures the
instantaneous activity at a pixel of scale j. A non exhaustive list of
measures is:
• raw signal from electrode
• instantaneous spike rate
• windowed (moving) power/variance of the signal
• windowed (moving) maximum difference of the signal
• etc.
These linear and nonlinear functions Vj(~ri) have different variability.
The raw signal from the electrode gives rise to high variability due to
spiking of the neurons whereas the windowed power and the windowed
maximum difference give a smoother behaviour for the CoG trajectories.
In the following examples the windowed maximum difference of the signal
has been used.
A burst propagation obtained with the INNS is shown in figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9 : Burst propagation of a neuronal network on a high-density MEA simulated with the
INNS of A.Garenne, Bordeaux (top row). Center of Gravity at scale 1 of the same burst (bottom
row).
As an example, the trajectories of the CoG at four scales for simulated
bursts are shown in figure 4.10.
In the following experiment the spontaneous activity of a dissociated
hippocampal culture at 27 DIV was recorded (figure 4.11). The wavelet
transform was computed for each burst and the CoG was determined at
each scale. Each burst was then classified by visual inspection according
to the four CoG trajectories. The recordings were performed at DIBE,
Genova.
Figure 4.11 also plots the instants of occurrence of each class of burst.
The recording length of 120 s is too short to do a reliable statistical
burst analysis, however the high-resolution trajectories of the CoG of
each burst is one way for a dynamic characterization of the activity of a
network. The nature of the identified classes in the recording of figure
4.11 are shown in figure 4.12. The distinct propagation patterns are
clearly visible.
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Figure 4.10 : The trajectory of the CoG of the activity from simulated bursts at different spatial
resolutions (level 1 - level 4). Four different burst types appeared during the simulation time of
500 ms
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Figure 4.11 : Raster plot of spontaneous activity from a dissociated hippocampal culture at
27 DIV (top). Each burst was analyzed and classified (bottom). Seven different classes could be
identified. Bursts that appeared only once during the recording interval were not classified (no
class).
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Figure 4.12 : The trajectory of the CoG of the activity from a hippocampal culture (DIV 27) at
different spatial resolutions (Level 1 - Level 4). There are seven classes identified within a recording
window of 120 s.
In addition to spontaneous activity recordings network properties and
behaviours are also studied by applying specific electrical or chemical
stimulation. Several papers have been published in this context show-
ing the learning capacity of a cultured network [9, 10, 112, 185]. The
usual technique involves quantifying the network activity by means of
global statistics, such as PSTH or cross-correlograms, before and after
the stimulation. A lasting change in these statistics is then interpreted
as a modification of the underlying functional network.
Figure 4.13 and figure 4.14 show the raster plot and the burst classes for
the same culture as in figure 4.11 and figure 4.12 after administration
of CTZ. Most identified burst classes differ significantly from the ones
before CTZ (figure 4.12). These experiments were performed at DIBE.
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Figure 4.13 : Raster plot of spontaneous activity from a dissociated hippocampal culture at 27
DIV after administration of CTZ (top). Each burst was analyzed and classified (bottom). Six
different classes could be identified. Bursts that appeared only once during the recording interval
were not classified (no class).
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Figure 4.14 : Raster plot of spontaneous activity of the same culture as shown in figure 4.11,
after administration of CTZ.
This experiment does not claim to draw any quantitative conclusion.
However, it shows the potential interest of the image-based character-
ization of network dynamics. The multiresolution approach allows fo-
cusing on the desired level of detail. In general, as seen in figure 4.12
and figure 4.14 it is necessary to consider all important scales for correct
classification of the burst, however in specific cases one or two scales are
sufficient for identification.
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4.5 Conclusion
The aim of this chapter was to introduce a few image processing methods
that can be investigated in the future for the enhancement and analy-
sis of large-scale high-resolution MEA systems. We stressed the use of
the wavelet transform by keeping in mind the idea of real-time/on-line
implementations.
The platform developed in this thesis can monitor a neuronal network
down to the cellular level. This activity imaging system allows an insight
to large networks of neurons at a detail of information that is unprece-
dented. High-resolution electrophysiological monitoring also enables a
new kind of data processing. Algorithms, concepts and ideas from im-
age and video processing fields can be exploited and may lead to comple-
mentary sources of methods towards the understanding of physiological
phenomena in in vitro neuronal cultures.
The nature of signals from high-resolution MEAs is unknown to the
best of our knowledge and therefore, an appropriate modelling of a large
network coupled to a large-scale high-resolution platform was necessary
for a qualitative and quantitative analysis of new processing methods
that take into account the high spatial resolution of the system.
Image and video processing largely benefit from the inherent spatial
redundancy of ”real-world” images. Redundancy within the network
and the codes of neurons were not considered here, however we showed
empirically that the measurements from the APS-MEA system provide
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locally spatially redundant information which can be used subsequently
to improve signal detection.
In that sense, two multidimensional denoising methods were tested and
compared to the channel-by-channel denoising from section 3.2. One
method is based on the spatial decorrelation of multisensor data using
the PCA method followed by a channel-by-channel denoising. The sec-
ond method relies on the spatial decorrelation property of a 2d-wavelet
transform, followed by a channel-by-channel denoising. It turned out
that the 2d-wavelet transform can efficiently denoise video sequences
that consist of well defined spatial objects, however it fails for the en-
hancement of burst signals due to their lack of significant correlation
within a single frame. Independent processing of spatial and temporal
information (2d+t) of APS-MEA data does not lead to an improvement
of the signal quality unlike this is the case for video sequences of moving
objects. Thus, a more complex methodology using mathematically non-
separable 3d wavelet transforms needs to be considered in the future.
The high resolution feature of the APS-MEA platform opens the door to
neuronal network analysis at a level of detail that has not been achieved
yet to the best of our knowledge. New types of analysis tools will emerge
in order to benefit from the high spatial resolutions of the activity mon-
itoring. In this respect, the multiresolution property of the 2d-wavelet
transform is one potential way of characterizing a network at different
levels of details. This idea was demonstrated by tracking the propaga-
tion of bursting waves across a neuronal dissociated culture. For this
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purpose, a measure of activity, the center of gravity of the instantaneous
activity, was introduced and its evolution at different resolutions was
analyzed by a wavelet transform. For instance, complex patterns of ac-
tivity can be monitored at a coarse level and refined to the desired level
of detail when the precision is required.
Contributions
To the best of our knowledge, the following contributions can be consid-
ered as original:
• Introducing image/video processing methods and concepts for the
enhancement and analysis of signals from the new high resolution
electrophysiology platform. In particular, we focused on the
– Investigation and comparison of different spatio-temporal denois-
ing methods, including PCA- and wavelet-based redundancy re-
duction
– Multiresolution analysis for characterizing a dissociated neuronal
network at different levels of detail
– Definition of a center of gravity in the wavelet domain for the
propagation tracking of network bursts at different levels
Further potential research
• Due to the intrinsic biological correlation of adjacent cells, redun-
dancy shall be explored using non-separable 3d-wavelet transforms,
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which have also recently become increasingly popular in the field of
video processing [178] for denoising and motion estimation
Chapter 5
Hardware Implementation for
Real-Time Signal Processing
C
onsidering the important computational burden for the analysis of
the data from an APS-MEA system, off-line processing on a host
computer becomes impractical. In this context, it is a key objective to
provide a platform that i) integrates neuronal signal analysis already at
the hardware level in order to extract as much as possible significant
information at an early stage of the acquisition process and ii) performs
all the basic data analysis with a set of simple operations. While more
complex mathematical tasks, e.g. the computation of eigenvectors for
PCA analysis, are less appropriate for direct hardware implementation,
simple operations, such as filtering, thresholding and comparisons are
more adequate for efficient hardware-based solutions. As we showed in
chapter 3, the approach based on the wavelet transform can handle all
fundamental analysis tasks using a set of operations, such as filtering,
thresholding, additions and multiplications.
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The key operation of wavelet-based processing and the time-critical ele-
ment is the real-time computation of the transform. Since Mallat came
up with a pyramidal filter bank (see figure A.3) to perform a fast DWT
[147] many VLSI architectures were proposed for efficient computation
of 1d- and 2d-wavelet transforms [186]. Folded architectures [187, 188]
use only one low-pass and one high-pass filter and the processing of all
levels of the DWT is multiplexed onto these two blocks. Parhi [187] also
described a digit-size architecture to improve the hardware utilization
efficiency and to reduce routing and interconnection overhead. Vish-
wanath [189] implements systolic arrays of size N x (J-1) where N is the
size of the filter and J corresponds to the maximum level of the DWT
and the elements of the array are data processing units, consisting of
registers, multipliers and adders. Daubechies and Sweldens [190, 191]
introduced the lifting scheme or ladder structure for the efficient com-
putation of the DWT. Recently, several authors [192–195] implemented
lifting-based DWTs in VLSI.
Hardware-implemented wavelet transforms for neurophysiological appli-
cations were reported by [196] for data compression of 32 channels im-
plantable neuroprosthetics. The design was targeted to minimize area
and power in order to be of practical use in wireless devices. The require-
ments of hardware-based signal processing for large-scale high-resolution
MEAs are different. Consumption and circuit area are not critical. How-
ever, the processing speed is fundamental to perform real-time wavelet
decompositions of hundreds of electrodes.
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Here, we will discuss the design and implementation of a DWT for hun-
dreds and thousands of electrodes. We will present a simple DWT com-
putational core that is configurable up to a filter order of 14. The ar-
chitecture will be adapted to low-cost FPGAs and is easily scalable to
higher number of electrodes. This chapter aims at presenting a key
step towards the implementation of a unified hardware-based real-time
framework for neuronal signal analysis.
5.1 Architecture
The architecture of the large-scale high-resolution MEA platform is de-
signed in a way to provide in-system hardware resources for real-time
computation. The computational units consist of (i) an FPGA and (ii)
a RISC image processor. Typically, an FPGA can easily be used for
operations such as additions, multiplications and thresholding. Hard-
wired functions and inherent parallel processing makes it particularly
efficient for those operations. It is not limited to sequential processing
as it is the case in software-based implementations (i.e. in a DSP). The
current acquisition system includes a Cyclone FPGA from Altera with
20 kLE (Logic Elements)1, 295 kBit internal RAM and 1 MB of external
100 MHz SRAM.
The fastest way to process a high number of channels is to provide a
filter bank for each electrode. This is not feasible for hundreds of elec-
1http://www.altera.com
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trodes, thus multiplexing of several channels on a few computational
units seems more appropriate. In this respect, a folded (i.e. multiplexed)
and memory-based architecture was chosen.
An external memory (SRAM of 218 x 32 bits) is used to store a number
of N-1 past samples of each electrode at each scale that are necessary
to compute an N th order FIR filter. Since the low-pass filter h0 and
the high-pass filter h1 will be used by several channels, we will have to
store all the cj of each level for further decomposition whereas all the
dj are continuously sent to the output. A maximum order of 14 for the
implementation of Symlet7 filter will be targeted. Thus, 14 samples of
each electrode at each level will have to be stored. The samples of all
processed electrodes at one instant are organized into a frame (figure
5.1).
The processing of the entire frame has to be completed before the arrival
of a new frame. Since at each level only every other sample needs to be
computed (i.e. downsampling), the computation of a sample at each
scale is periodic in 2j, where j is the scale number. This determines
the scheduling of the computation of each level using only one common
low-pass and high-pass filter unit. The sequencing of each level is shown
in figure 5.2.
The bottleneck of this memory-based multiplexed architecture is the
speed of the READ and WRITE access operations from and to the
SRAM. Since the full word length of 32 bits will be used for the internal
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Figure 5.1 : DWT filter bank (3-level) with a memory-based multiplexed architecture. The
details Wj are output at each level whereas the approximations Vj are needed for the subsequent
decomposition level.
Figure 5.2 : Schedule of wavelet scale j to be computed. The downsampling of the fast DWT
guarantees always a free slot. The period for the computation of an update at level j is 2j .
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representation of intermediate fixed-point results, only one coefficient
cj of one electrode can be read during one clock cycle. Therefore, 14
clock cycles are needed to compute the next levels cj+1 and dj+1 and all
the electrodes contained in one frame need to be processed sequentially.
Moreover, the memory has to be accessed in blocks for READs and
WRITEs in order to reduce the mode setup time between a READ and
a consecutive WRITE. Thus, the maximum number of electrodes that
can be processed with the current memory bandwidth limitation is 256.
In fact, with a minimal frame rate of 15 kHz for 256 electrodes/frame
and a clock frequency of 75 MHz the FGPA can allocate 5000 cycles be-
tween two signal frames for the computation of a new frame of wavelet
coefficients. 3580 (= 14·256) cycles are required for the processing of one
frame leaving the remaining clock cycles to store the incoming samples
and the approximation coefficients cj+1 of the next level. 12 bits of the
18-bit address are used to access the 14 samples of the 256 electrodes.
The remaining 6 bits provide room for 64 wavelet decomposition levels
(figure 5.3).
As mentioned above, the asynchronous SRAM can perform consecutive
READ accesses each cycle for clock frequencies up to 100 MHz. How-
ever, it takes two cycles for a correct WRITE operation at this speed.
Therefore, READ and WRITE operations should not be performed in
interleaved cycles, but block wise instead. For this reason the processing
time between the arrivals of two frames is divided into three distinct
phases:
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Figure 5.3 : The 18 bit address is used to access all the maximally required approximation
coefficients at each electrode
• Write the arriving frame in the SRAM
• Read the SRAM for the computation of the wavelet transform of all
channels
• Write the coefficients cj+1 of all electrodes into the SRAM
Figure 5.4 shows the architecture and data flow of the wavelet processor.
The central component is the sequencer that manages the timing of the
READ and WRITE accesses to the different memory blocks that store
the intermediate results and the past samples of each electrode for each
scale. The address generator encodes the addresses according to the
scheme in figure 5.3.
The filter configuration unit on the right of figure 5.4 receives the vari-
able filter coefficients from the host computer. The internal precision of
these coefficients is set to 24 bits. The computational units (CU) h0 and
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h1 perform the filter operations of each electrode channel. It contains
unsigned 24 bits x 18 bits multipliers, decomposed into a 3-level-pipeline.
For the ease of implementation, an unsigned multiplication is used. How-
ever, wavelet filters can have signed coefficients and therefore, signed
multiplication has to be carried out by using unsigned operations only.
Two signed numbers x and h of nx and nh bits, respectively, can be
expressed by two unsigned numbers x′ and h′ as follows:
x = x′ − c1 signal samples (5.1)
h = h′ − c2 filter coefficients (5.2)
A filtering operation includes a sum of multiplications:
n∑
i=1
xi · hi =
n∑
i=1
(x′i − c1) · (h′i − c2)
=
n∑
i=1
(x′i · h′i − x′i · c2 − c1 · h′i + c1 · c2)
=
n∑
i=1
x′i · h′i − c2 ·
n∑
i=1
x′i −
n∑
i=1
(c1 · h′i − c1 · c2) (5.3)
One observes that a sum of the products of two signed numbers corre-
sponds to the sum of the products of two unsigned numbers corrected
by two terms. The second of these correction terms is a constant. It
only depends on the filter coefficients h′i and the positive offsets c1 and
c2 and it has to be computed once for a given filter. The first correction
term also depends on the samples x′i and needs to be computed for every
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multiplication. However, since in the present case h is a 24 bit number,
thus c2 = 2
23, the first correction term can be computed by a sum of
left-shifted x′i (i.e. multiplication by 2
23).
Figure 5.4 : Data flow of wavelet processor. The sequencer manages the timing of each operation.
The computational units (CU h0 and CU h1) perform the arithmetic operations for the filter h0
and h1. The filter configuration unit allows flexible programming of the filter coefficients h0 and
h1. The internal RAMs store temporarily the results for each wavelet level, before accessing the
external SRAM for long-term storage.
Currently, only two filter units (i.e. h0 and h1) are needed for the pro-
cessing of the 256 electrodes. The logic blocks for the filters implemented
in an FPGA with 20 kLE occupy about 10 % of the total resources. Ad-
ditional filter stages for the processing of more electrodes can easily be
implemented. Thus, one can conclude from the above discussion that
more electrodes can be processed by increasing the bandwidth of the
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available memory. By adding n SRAMs in parallel, n electrodes can be
transformed in parallel. Therefore, the total number of electrodes can
be increased by a factor n with n ≤ 8 in the case of the current low-cost
Cyclone 20 kLE from Altera.
5.2 Validation
The development and simulation was performed with HDL Designer and
ModelSim from Mentor. The final validation takes place by feeding an
input signal to the wavelet processor.
Figure 5.5 shows the comparison of two DWTs of a known input signal.
The DWT decomposition on the left is obtained from the hardware-
implemented filter bank. On the right, one can see the DWT of the
same signal obtained using the Wavelet Toolbox of Matlab. One notices
that there is a good match between the software-based and the real-time
hardware-based solution.
For the purpose of demonstration, figure 5.6 shows the real-time DWT of
a burst from a rat’s dissociated cortical culture. This real-time wavelet
transform can easily be extended to real-time spike detection and sorting
by using the algorithms presented in chapter 3, either implemented on
the FPGA in hardware, or occasionally implemented on the RISC pro-
cessor of the acquisition system in software. For the sake of simplicity,
the FPGA can be configured to implement thresholding in the wavelet
domain for a quick measure of activity.
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Figure 5.5 : Validation of wavelet processor. A known signal is fed to the wavelet processor and
the hardware-based (real-time) DWT (left) is compared with the DWT obtained from a Matlab-
function (right).
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Figure 5.6 : Real-time wavelet decomposition of a burst. Only one electrode is shown, together
with the first 5 scales. Higher scale gives details at a lower resolution.
5.3 Application: Activity Monitoring on
High-Density MEAs
Real-time activity monitoring of a large number of electrodes is an im-
portant tool for the experimenter. With conventional systems up to
hundreds of recording sites host computers are usually sufficient for de-
tection and displaying electrophysiological activity. Manual navigation
across the recording sites is manageable. The problem arises when sev-
eral hundreds or thousands of electrodes shall be monitored for activity
at the same time. One can refer to chapter 3 for spike detection and
sorting when the precise timing of individual neurons is required. How-
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ever, for a general overview of the activity, single neuron contributions
are not necessarily important and one can rather define a density of
activity, which expresses the local strength of activity. Furthermore, a
continuous display of on-line or real-time spike detection can not be vi-
sually perceived by the experimenter due to the high frame rate of the
images (e.g. several kHz). Running spike rates are more appropriate to
represent network dynamics on the fly.
We introduced the WTMM in section 3.3 for the detection of spikes.
Mallat showed in [140] that the discontinuities of a signal can be deter-
mined by locating the points of convergence of the WTMMs from higher
to lower scales j. The more WTMMs are found inside a binning window,
the more singularities, i.e. spike events, are present within the same
window. Thus, one can count the number of WTMMs at the output of
the wavelet processor in order to get an activity representation over a
large amount of electrodes. The idea is illustrated in figure 5.7.
The method was tested with a simulated reference signal using the model
of section 4.1. Figure 5.8 compares the activity representation obtained
from a conventional running spike rate (top) and the one obtained from
the binning of WTMMs (bottom). It can be noticed that the activity
monitoring with WTMMs tends to be smoother. WTMMs also occur at
higher scales and therefore they have an averaging effect on the WTMMs
from lower scales.
Figure 5.9 shows a sequence of activity frames of a burst in a dissociated
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Figure 5.7 : The wavelet transform modulus maxima (WTMM) are determined at each level dj
of the DWT. Counting the WTMMs from all scales within a window gives a local measure for the
number of singularities in this window.
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Figure 5.8 : Comparison of activity detection in a simulated burst by binning detected spike
events (top) and by binning WTMMs (bottom). Bin size 50 samples (i.e. 6.5 ms).
Figure 5.9 : Activity monitoring (bin size 6.5 ms or 50 samples) using WTMM during a burst in
a dissociated cortical culture from rat.
cortical culture from rat. It has to be emphasized that the WTMM activ-
ity monitoring has its purpose in the on-line and real-time visualization
of an on-going experiment.
5.4 Conclusion
The strategy for real-time implementation of the analysis tasks discussed
in chapter 3 is the migration to hardware. At that level, the computation
of a DWT can be performed efficiently by a set of filters. Successively,
simple operations on discrete wavelet coefficients enable spike detection
and clustering for spike sorting, but also support convenient tools for
data visualization.
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The low complexity of all the operations of the wavelet-based algorithms
discussed in chapter 3 enables the full integration in off-the-shelf hard-
ware. A real-time wavelet processor on 256 channels was implemented
on the current high-density MEA platform to delineate the methodol-
ogy towards a full real-time signal processing framework for high-density
MEA acquisition. We discussed its architecture on an FPGA and showed
that it can easily be extended to larger number of electrodes by scaling
memory resources. We also showed that it is feasible to handle the data
from high-density MEAs in real-time opening new perspectives for the
on-line data visualization, denoising, compression and analysis.
Contributions
To the best of our knowledge, the following contributions can be consid-
ered as original:
• Hardware-based strategy for real-time analysis of neurophysiological
signal
• Wavelet processor architecture and implementation for high-density
microelectrode arrays
• Real-time activity visualization based on wavelet transform modulus
maxima
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Further potential research
• Sweldens [190] suggested a lifting scheme for more efficient compu-
tation of the FFT. Although speed of the CUs is not the critical
issue in this work, alternative architectures should be anticipated in
order to save logic resources
• Extend architecture to work with wavelet packets in order to in-
vestigate real-time adaptive schemes for wavelet decomposition and
benefit from the expected increase in detection and denoising per-
formance. Alternatively, the configurable architecture also allows
the implementation of matched filters for the detection of neuronal
signals

Chapter 6
Conclusion and Perspectives
T he overall aim of this work was to realize a MEA-based platformwith largely enhanced functional chatactersitics with respect to the
spatio-temporal resolution, on-line data visualization and real-time sig-
nal analysis. The main objectives were to (i) develop a high-resolution
MEA platform, (ii) provide a methodology for real-time signal and data
processing, (iii) introduce image-based processing concepts and (iv) val-
idate the platform with various cell cultures.
All achievements and contributions of this work have been discussed in
chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5 and they are separately listed in the conclusion
section of each chapter. Here, they are summarized as follows:
• A large-scale and high-resolution MEA platform was designed and
implemented. The system contains a CMOS-based array of 4096
electrodes on an area of 7mm2. The electrode size is 21µm x 21µm
with an electrode-to-electrode distance of 21µm. The architecture
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and implementation was inspired by concepts from the fields of im-
age / video acquisition and processing. The system currently gener-
ates about 500 Mbit/s of electrophysiological data.
• It is intrinsically necessary to provide a methodology for real-time
signal processing, which is required for practical use of systems with
large numbers of channels, and that is adapted to a high amount of
data. The proposed strategy includes migration of software-based
neurophysiological analysis tasks to hardware-based data process-
ing. In general, hardware-implemented analysis can operate more
efficiently than software-based solutions, as it is strongly dependent
on the application and therefore less flexible than software-based
approaches.
• In order to maximize the number of signal processing tasks to be im-
plemented in hardware, a general-purpose tool was required. Hence,
a wavelet-based framework was investigated. This framework relies
on the computation of a fast wavelet transform that can be effi-
ciently implemented using filter banks. Subsequently, we showed
that all necessary tasks for neurophysiological signal processing can
be performed within this framework. This includes (i) denoising, (ii)
spike detection and (iii) spike sorting.
• A new spike sorting algorithm was proposed. Based on the wavelet
coefficients that can be computed by a fast wavelet filter bank, dif-
ferent spike types can be discriminated in the wavelet domain. This
spike sorting algorithm also plays a fundamental role to remove in-
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terferences and induced noise from digital electronics. Due to the use
of fast filter-based wavelet transforms with a complexity of O[N ] the
concept can be transferred to a real-time implementation on hard-
ware.
• The high spatial resolution of the platform enables the use of im-
age / video - based processing methods in the field of electrophysiol-
ogy. Following concepts were introduced and discussed:
– The wavelet-based framework was extended to a new 2d multi-
scale approach for the high-level analysis of neuronal networks.
The multiresolution property of the wavelet transform enables
network analysis at different levels of abstraction, ranging from
details at the cellular level to more behavioural characterization
at the network level. This idea was demonstrated by introduc-
ing a simple parameter for the analysis and characterization of
bursts across a neuronal network. For that purpose, the center of
gravity (CoG) was introduced in order to track the propagation
of a burst at different levels of resolution.
– It was shown that signals from different electrodes correlate in
space. This redundancy can be used to enhance signals using
spatial decorrelation. PCA-based signal decorrelation was shown
to improve the SNR of simulated signals from APS-MEAs. As
opposed to the PCA-method the intrinsic spatial decorrelation
property of a 2d-wavelet transform does not improve the signal
quality if temporal correlation between frames is not included in
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the statistical processing.
• A real-time wavelet processor was implemented and validated on a
low-cost FPGA for the processing of 256 electrodes. The proposed
folded architecture is easily scalable to larger numbers of electrodes
by increasing the data bandwidth between processor and RAM. This
implementation delineates the step towards an efficient real-time
analysis of high-density MEAs consisting of thousands of electrodes.
• The platform was validated with a variety of dissociated cell cul-
tures including cardiomyocytes as well as hippocampal and cortical
neurons. Chemical stimulators were used to induce changes in the
activity patterns in order to demonstrate the operation of the sys-
tem.
One final aim is to use the system under a wide range of experimental
conditions for investigating relations between local phenomena in elec-
trogenic cells, such as propagation effects or synaptic changes and net-
work characteristics, such as overall dynamics (e.g. firing rate, network
bursting), information processing mechanisms (i.e. population code) and
network plasticity. Wavelet-based neurophysiological signal processing
on high-resolution MEAs also opens various interesting fields for further
research. On the one hand, long-term experiments (for several days)
with extraction of biologically significant network parameters at differ-
ent spatial and temporal scales could be performed without (i) excessive
storage requirements for the large amount of raw data and without (ii)
long-lasting subsequent off-line processing. On the other hand, given the
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high spatial resolution of the APS-MEAs, methods for the extraction of
interesting activity patterns at both the cellular and network levels in-
spired from the image processing field can be developed.
The results achieved show the feasibility of large-scale, high-density
MEA neurointerfaces that can concurrently and continuously record from
thousands of electrodes. The platform was validated with a set of cells
ranging from cardiomyocytes and hippocampal neuronal signals to low-
amplitude spikes from cortical neurons. All cell types were extracted
from embryonic rats. Real-time processing of the large amount of data
was proposed by outsourcing analysis tasks to hardware. A fast wavelet
transform framework enables hardware-based algorithms for the process-
ing of thousands of neurophysiological signals. In this respect, the plat-
form was designed to contain sufficient hardware resources (i.e. FPGA)
for the integration of specific computing tasks.
The large number of densely integrated electrodes also leads to an al-
ternative two-dimensional, i.e. image-like, representation of information.
Hence, analysis and characterization of neurophysiological data can ben-
efit from concepts of the image/video field and were introduced in this
thesis.
The new representation of neurophysiological data in terms of sequences
of images strongly emphasizes on potential multidimensional analysis
and investigation of biological information. The high spatio-temporal
resolution of the data potentially enables new insights into the world of
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complex neuronal networks. Higher-dimensional search for biologically
relevant patterns was not addressed in this thesis, however multidimen-
sional multiresolution analysis, as proposed in this work, could lead to
a new approach to uncover some of the underlying biological principles
of neuronal networks. In that sense, pattern extraction and ”object”
analysis based on non-separable (and/or complex) 3d-wavelet transforms
could provide a good starting point for future work in neurocomputa-
tional research.
The wavelet-based framework presented here, and including both single-
channel and image processing, also provides a first step towards the
development of an efficient computational platform. Hardware-based
analysis using one-dimensional wavelets can be scaled to higher dimen-
sions to address new families of (multivariate and/or multidimensional)
techniques not yet applied to neuronal signals.
Appendix A
Mathematical Background -
Wavelets
A.1 Introduction
Wavelet theory spans a wide class of signal decompositions. The idea
of this chapter is to give a short overview of fundamental concepts that
are used in wavelet signal processing systems. Some of those concepts
will be used in the context of this thesis and it is therefore illustrative
to review the basic relations between the different wavelet systems. It
will become clear why the wavelet transform is an appropriate tool for
multiscale analysis and why its concepts enables a number of interesting
research topics in the field of processing and analysis of high-density
MEA systems.
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A.1.1 Wavelet Transform
The Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT), as defined in [143], is ex-
pressed as:
WT (u, s) =
1√
s
∫ +∞
−∞
f(t) ·Ψ∗(t− u
s
) · dt = f(u) ∗ −Ψs(u) (A.1)
−
Ψs(u) =
1
s
Ψ∗(− t
s
) (A.2)
and can be interpreted as the degree of similarity of a signal f(t) and the
analyzing wavelet Ψ(t) at the translation u and scale s. The nature of a
non exhausive set of widely used wavelets Ψ(t) can be seen in figure A.1.
Intuitively, one understands that the analyzing wavelet Ψ(t) should be as
close to the signal f(t) as possible to get the maximum value for WT(u,s).
For that reason Daubechies4, Symlet5 and Symlet7 of figure A.1 seem
to be good choices for the analysis of extracellular signals (compare with
figure 1.2).
Unlike the Fourier transform, the basis functions of a wavelet transform
(WT) can have finite support and are therefore well suited to represent
event-like signals. Thus, the WT is particularly adapted for the local
analysis and characterization of electrophysiological signals. In fact, it
can be shown that the wavelet transform can compact a wide class of real-
world signal to a few coefficients in the transformed domain by choosing
an appropriate basis system [197]. Therefore, denoising and compression
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techniques perform particularly well in the transformed domain since the
signal is mapped into a few high amplitude coefficients whereas random
noise is spread over a wide range of small coefficients. A thresholding
in the transformed domain can thus separate noise from a signal even
though their Fourier spectra may overlap and where a Fourier-based
signal processing approach using linear filters would fail. Since the scale
s can be arbitrarily chosen in equation A.1, the wavelet transform can
also be seen as a multiresolution analysis of a signal f(t).
A.2 Discrete Wavelet Transform
The Fourier transform Ψs(ω) of
−
Ψs is
Ψs(ω) =
√
s ·Ψ∗(sω) (A.3)
Equation A.3 states that the (continuous) Wavelet Transform at different
scales s can in general be obtained from dilated versions of a band-pass
filter Ψ∗(w).
The CWT has to be discretized in order to be practical within numerical
algorithms. One could take values at discrete t, u and s for the functions
f(t) and Ψ∗(t) and approximately compute equation A.1 using numerical
integration. It turns out that this approach is not very efficient in terms
of the number of required operations [146]. If we want to get the wavelet
coefficients at increasing scales s and keep in mind that the WT at that
scale is the result of a band-pass filtering step with decreasing maximum
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Figure A.1 : Waveforms of a few widely used wavelets
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frequency dilation then we would intuitively conclude that the contin-
uous WT(u,s) can be discretized in u on a sampling grid that depends
on the scale s. Thus, equation A.1 could be sampled on an octave base
as follows and the discretization of the integral (with ∆t=1) leads to w,
the discretized wavelet series:
WT (s, u) =˜w(2j, 2j · k) =̂ 1√
2j
∑
n
f(n) ·Ψ∗( n
2j
− k) (A.4)
A.2.1 Orthogonal Wavelet Transform
An orthonormal multiresolution analysis of the signal f(t) lying in the
space Vj−1 can be expressed with the two orthogonal subspaces Vj and
Wj (figure A.2) as:
f(t) =
∑
k
cj(k) · 2−j/2ρ( t
2j
− k) +
∑
k
dj(k) · 2−j/2ϕ( t
2j
− k) (A.5)
with f(t) ∈ Vj−1 where Span
k
{
2−j/2 · ρ( t2j − k)
}
defines the space Vj and
Span
k
{
2−j/2 · ϕ( t2j − k)
}
defines the complementary space Wj with
Vj−1 = Vj ⊕Wj (A.6)
ρ is the scaling function and ϕ corresponds to the wavelet function
(mother wavelet) of the discrete wavelet system. The coefficients cj and
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Figure A.2 : The detail space Wj and the approximation space Vj are orthogonal. Both spaces
together span the space Vj−1 of the next higher level.
dj from equation A.5 are called the discrete wavelet transform (DWT)
of the function f(k). Since ρj,k = ρ(
t
2j − k) and ϕj,k = ϕ( t2j − k) are
orthogonal bases of the subspace Vj and Wj respectively [144], the de-
composition of equation A.5 is a non-redundant representation of the
function f(k).
Equation A.5 can also be interpreted as a multiresolution decomposi-
tion of the function f(t) into signal components at different scales j. An
increasing scale j gives the details at a lower resolution 2−j. Equation
A.5 expresses the analysis steps where a signal f(t) is continuously split
into its lower resolution components. At each step the signal consists
of approximation coefficients cj(k) and detail coefficients dj(k) that are
needed to build the signal at the next higher resolution 2−(j−1). Conse-
quently, the signal is decomposed from a high resolution to a low reso-
lution at scale jn:
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f(t) =
∑
n
cjn(k) · 2−jn/2ρ(
t
2jn
− k) +
∑
k
−∞∑
j=jn
dj(k) · 2−j/2ϕ( t
2j
− k)
(A.7)
Equation A.6 states that a function lying in the space Vj also lies in the
space Vj−1. Therefore, the scaling functions
{ 1√
2
ρ( t2 − k)
}
k∈Z spanning
the space V1 can be expressed in the space V0, spanned by {ρ(t−k)}k∈Z:
1√
2
ρ(
t
2
) =
∑
k
h(k) · ρ(t− k) (A.8)
Since W1 ⊂ V0 the corresponding relationship for the wavelet function
ϕ(t) can be found as:
1√
2
ϕ(
t
2
) =
∑
k
g(k) · ϕ(t− k) (A.9)
Equation A.8 and A.9 are the fundamental recursive equations for the
multiresolution analysis of a signal f(t) ∈ L2(R), where L2(R) is the
class of all functions that have a finite, well-defined integral of the square
[144].
Equation A.5 and A.7 indicate that by keeping the details dj(k) at each
step no information is lost and therefore the signal can be reconstructed
from the set of its lowest resolution approximation coefficient cjn(k) and
all the detail coefficients dj(k) down to j0 where j0 < jn.
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Orthogonal wavelet transforms are very efficient in terms of the number
of computational operations for a given set of samples to be processed. A
function f(t) ∈ Vj−1 can be represented by the approximation coefficients
cj and the detail coefficients dj. By using equations A.7, A.8 and A.9 we
can get a set of recursive equations that express the coefficients cj and dj
at the next higher scale j as a function of the approximation coefficients
cj−1 from the lower scale (i.e. finer resolution) j-1:
cj(k) =
∑
m
h(m− 2k) · cj−1(m) (A.10)
dj(k) =
∑
m
g(m− 2k) · cj−1(m) (A.11)
This multiresolution algorithm was first expressed by Mallat [147] and is
commonly referred to as orthogonal discrete wavelet transform (DWT).
It needs to be initialized and if the signal is sampled at a sufficiently high
rate then the samples f(k) of the original signal f(t) can be set equal to
the fine scale approximation c0. Interesting enough that equations A.10
and A.11 decomposes a signal f(t) into different subbands and that this
set of equations can be interpreted as an analysis filter bank shown in
figure A.3. After each low-pass filter g(k) and high-pass filter h(k) the
signal is subsampled by 2. This leads to a constant number of output
samples and therefore the overall complexity of the DWT is O[N]. Due to
the subsampling at each stage the number of operations is independent
from the number of scales to be computed.
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Equations A.10 and A.11 also relate wavelet systems to the well known
theory of filter banks [198]. It is worth mentioning that the basis func-
tions, both the scaling function ρ(t) and the mother wavelet ϕ(t), are not
directly used to compute the DWT, however they govern the character-
istics of the filters h(k) and g(k) through the multiresolution equations
A.8 and A.9.
Orthogonal wavelet systems are known to be a robust and non-redundant
representation of a signal. Parseval’s energy partition theorem is valid
and it produces very few coefficients for many classes of signals (i.e.
energy compaction property). However, one major drawback is its shift-
variance. By looking at equation A.4 one can see that a discrete function
f(n) with its discretized wavelet series w(2j, 2j · n) does generally not
produce the same time-shifted wavelet series w(2j, 2j ·(n−r)) for a shifted
function f(n-r). This is because the translation variable is sampled as
a function of the scale, i.e. at an increased sampling period with an
increased scale. This property is very critical in pattern recognition tasks
and classification problems (i.e. spike classification) since the feature set
that serves to identify the signal type has to be independent of any shift
Figure A.3 : Filter bank for the fast computation of the orthogonal DWT
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of the signal in the time domain.
A.2.2 Redundant Wavelet Transform
A frame is a set of vectors that represent a signal f(t) from its inner
products with the frame vectors [147]. The set of vectors does not have
to be independent, i.e. a basis, but it has to be a spanning set. Such a
frame can be constructed, for instance, by taking the orthogonal basis
vectors from equation A.5 and augment this orthogonal spanning set by
the shifted orthogonal basis vectors. The resulting representation can
also be interpreted as an average of all the shifted orthogonal wavelet
transforms representations and gives a highly redundant and translation-
invariant representation of the signal [199].
Another approach to the understanding of shift-(in-)variance follows
from the definition of the continuous wavelet transform (equation A.1).
Instead of sampling the WT along the scale and along the translations
at multiples of 2j for scale j, as in the case of the orthogonal wavelet
transform, one can sample the WT only along the scale, but not along
the translation u. This leads to the definition of the dyadic wavelet
transform:
WT (2j, u) =
∫ +∞
−∞
f(t)
1√
2j
Ψ∗(
t− u
2j
) · dt = f ∗
−
Ψ2j(u) (A.12)
Similar to the general CWT from equation A.1, the dyadic WT can be
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discretized. This leads to an undecimated discrete wavelet transform
that can be efficiently computed by an algorithm also known as ”algo-
rithme a` trous” [200]. Its shift-invariance is traded against a redundant,
overcomplete representation. The ”algorithme a` trous”, shown in figure
A.4 , has a computational complexity of O[N · log(N)]. Intuitively, one
can also argue that shift-invariance is restored by omitting the down-
sampling at each level of the filter bank in figure A.3. However, it is
also clear that we get an overcomplete representation (i.e. oversampled)
because we keep more samples at the output of the filter bank than it is
basically required to perfectly reconstruct the signal. In the remainder
of this thesis we will refer to shift-invariant discrete wavelet transforms
as SIDWT.
A.2.3 Wavelet Packets
The ”classical” DWT is computed with a fast filter bank implementation
as shown in section A.2.1. Only the approximation space is further
decomposed for the next level iteration. However, Coifman [201] showed
Figure A.4 : Fast dyadic wavelet transform, known as ”filtre a` trous”. The filters gj+1 and hj+1
of the next stage are obtained by inserting 2j−1 zeros (i.e. holes =”trous”) between each sample
of the original filter g and h.
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that a more flexible frequency tiling can be obtained by also allowing a
recursive splitting of the detail subbands. It was shown that the detail
subband Wj can also be decomposed into orthogonal subspaces W0,j+1
and W1,j+1. A complete wavelet tree up to level 3 is shown in figure A.4.
Any tree is called an admissible tree if each node has either 0 or 2 children
(figure A.4, left, dark gray shaded blocks). All the subspaces spanned
by each branch of an admissible tree recover the original signal space
V0. An admissible tree structure is called a wavelet packet system [144].
One of its advantages resides in the fact that the structure of the signal
bases can be adapted to the frequency characteristics of the input signal
since the tiling of the frequency plane can be optimized to best match
the signal. The upper bound of the computational complexity of the
entire wavelet packet tree is O[N · lnN ], in contrast to O[N ] for the
classical orthogonal DWT of section A.2.1, and therefore, similar to the
complexity of the FFT.
A.3 2d-Wavelet Transform
A straightforward extension of one-dimensional wavelet systems leads to
two-dimensional wavelet transforms by taking the scaling function ρ(t)
and the mother wavelet ϕ(t) analogous to equation A.5. From these two
functions, four separable functions of x and y are created as follows:
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Figure A.5 : The entire wavelet packet tree for three levels of decomposition (left). The tree
allows the choice of a basis system other than the conventional wavelet transform. This enables a
very flexible frequency tiling (right). One example of a valid and non-redundant decomposition is
shown in dark gray.
ρ(x, y) = ρ(x) · ρ(y)
ϕH(x, y) = ϕ(x) · ρ(y)
ϕV (x, y) = ρ(x) · ϕ(y)
ϕD(x, y) = ϕ(x) · ϕ(y) (A.13)
These functions measure variations (i.e. edges) along different direc-
tions of an image: ϕH(x, y) in the horizontal, ϕV (x, y) in the vertical and
ϕD(x, y) in the diagonal direction. The four functions are separable since
they are the product of two one-dimensional functions. They are a sub-
set of the more general class of two-dimensional wavelet functions that
also contain non-separable wavelets. Separable two-dimensional wavelet
systems, such as given in equation A.13, can easily be computed by tak-
ing a 1d-wavelet transform on the rows followed by a 1d-transform on
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the columns of the resulting image. One filter stage of a 2d-separable
wavelet system is shown in figure A.6.
All the properties for 1d-wavelet transforms discussed above, i.e. orthog-
onal DWTs, redundant wavelet transforms and wavelet packets, etc., can
be similarly applied to 2d-wavelets.
A.4 Summary
An important aspect in signal processing is the transformation of a class
of signals into a space that brings forward certain intrinsic signal char-
acteristics. For instance, the Fourier series representation is particularly
well suited to describe periodic signals, however it is less performing for
short and time-limited signals. Wavelets are extremely useful for the
representation of finite support signals such as spike events in neuro-
Figure A.6 : One level of decomposition for images in a separable 2d-wavelet system.
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physiology.
In this chapter concepts of the wavelet theory that are critical in the un-
derstanding of this thesis were communicated. It was pointed out that
numerical implementations of the continuous wavelet transform can be
obtained with discrete filter banks. In particular, the fast orthogonal
discrete wavelet transform was introduced since it plays an important
role for one possible strategy towards real-time implementations of a
wavelet-based signal processing framework. A drawback of the orthog-
onal wavelet transform is its shift-variance. A signal and a time-shifted
version thereof do not produce only shifted wavelet coefficients, but they
change significantly character. This lack of shift-invariance is not very
practical for feature extraction and pattern recognition. Redundant
wavelet transforms were introduced. They restore the shift-invariance at
the cost of higher computational complexity. Another class of wavelets,
the biorthogonal wavelets, were not considered in this work and there-
fore not discussed in this chapter. For a detailed review of biorthogonal
wavelets, one can refer to [143].
Finally, the extension of the wavelet transforms to images was briefly
mentioned. The discussion was limited to separable scaling and wavelet
functions that are built from a product of two one-dimensional functions.
This separation enables efficient computation by feeding first the rows of
an image to a one-dimensional filter pair and then followed by applying
the columns from the resulting images to the second one-dimensional
filter pair.

Appendix B
Abbreviations
MEA Microelectrode Array
APS-MEA Microelectrode Arrays based on Active Pixel Sensor Concept
R Thermodynamic gas constant R=8.314472 JK·mol
F Faraday constant F=96485 Cmol
CT Computer Tomography
DOI Diffuse Optical Imaging
PET Positron Emission Tomography
fMRI Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging
NIRS Near Infrared Spectroscopic Imaging
FET Field Effect Transistor
CMOS Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor
FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array
DSP Digital Signal Processor
ADC Analog-to-Digital Converter
SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio
182 Abbreviations
PCA Principal Component Analysis
ICA Independent Component Analysis
PSTH Post Stimulus Time Histogram
CPU Central Processing Unit
PCI Peripheral Component Interconnect
PD Power Density
OTA Operational Transconductance Amplifier
LE Logic Elements
PLL Phase-Locked Loops
SRAM Static Random Access Memory
LVDS Low Voltage Differential Signaling
MDR26 Mini-D-Ribbon connector with 26 pins
LEONARDO Frame grabber from Arvoo including RISC processor
SDRAM Synchronous Dynamic Random Access Memory
DMA Direct Memory Access
RAID Redundant Array of Independent Disks
API Application Programming Interface
SAS Serial Attached Small Computer System Interface (SCSI)
MB Megabyte
FIR Finite Impulse Response
IIR Infinite Impulse Response
DUT Device Under Test
Pt Platinum
TTX Tetrodotoxin
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4-AP 4-Aminopyridine
CTZ Cyclothiazide
DIV Days in vitro
WT Wavelet Transform
DWT Discrete Wavelet Transform
IDWT Inverse Discrete Wavelet Transform
SIDWT Shift-Invariant Discrete Wavelet Transform
RMS Root Mean Square
WTMM Wavelet Transform Modulus Maxima
FP False Positive
FN False Negative
EZC Energy Zero-Crossing
CWT Contiuous Wavelet Transform
FFT Fast Fourier Transform
INNS Izhikevich Neural Network Simulator
CoG Center of Gravity
VLSI Very Large Scale Integration
CU Computational Unit
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